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This paper examines whether theoretical models of bubbles based on the notion that the price of
an asset can deviate from its fundamental value are useful for understanding phenomena that are often
described as bubbles, and which are distinguished by other features such as large and rapid booms and
busts in asset prices together with high turnover in asset ownership. In particular, I focus on risk-
shifting models similar to those developed in Allen and Gorton (1993) and Allen and Gale (2000). I
show that such models could explain these phenomena, and discuss under what conditions booms and
speculative trading would emerge. In addition, I show that these models imply that speculative bubbles
can be associated with low rather than high premia on loans, in accordance with observations on credit
conditions during episodes in which asset prices boomed and crashed.
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11I n t r o d u c t i o n
The large ﬂuctuations in U.S. equity and housing prices over the past decade have led to renewed interest
in the phenomenon of asset bubbles. Among academic economists, the term “bubble” is usually deﬁned
as an asset whose price diﬀers from that asset’s fundamental value, i.e. the expected discounted value of
its dividends. Since neither the rise nor fall in equity and housing prices were accompanied by obvious
changes of comparable magnitude in the value of productive assets or home ownership, many economists
suspect these episodes involved a departure between asset prices and fundamentals. However, among non-
economists, what made these episodes stand out was not some presumption that assets may have traded
at a price diﬀerent from fundamentals, but the spectacular rise and fall in asset prices over relatively short
periods and the seemingly frenzied trade in such assets.1 This paper explores whether theoretical models of
bubbles as deviations from fundamentals can capture these distinctive features. That is, are these theoretical
models useful for understanding the episodes most associated with the term “bubble” even though they were
designed to capture a conceptually distinct notion from the features that distinguish these episodes?
In what follows, I restrict my attention to a particular class of models that give rise to equilibrium bubbles.
These models, known as agency or risk-shifting models of bubbles, were developed by Allen and Gorton
(1993) and Allen and Gale (2000). The key feature of these models is that traders buy assets not with their
own wealth but with funds provided by others. If borrowers face limited liability, they would be willing to
pay more for assets than the expected value of the dividends they yield, since borrowers can default and
shift any losses they incur to their lenders if these purchases turn out to be unproﬁtable.
To be sure, there are other models that give rise to equilibrium asset bubbles besides risk-shifting models.
One example are monetary models, in which the existence of a bubble facilitates transfers between agents.
Perhaps the best known example of such models are overlapping generations models following Samuelson
(1958), Diamond (1965), and Tirole (1985). In these models, a bubble allows for intergenerational transfers
as each generation buys assets from the generation that preceded it and then sells these same assets to
the next generation of agents.2 Another example are “greater-fool” models of bubbles, where agents buy
assets they believe to be overvalued because they expect to proﬁtably resell these assets to other agents who
value the asset diﬀerently. These models include the work of Harrison and Kreps (1978) and Scheinkman
and Xiong (2003), where agents think others are wrong about the underlying process for dividends, and
1This is reﬂected in how the term “bubble” is deﬁned among non-economists. Merriam-Webster.com deﬁn e si ta s“ as t a t e
of booming economic activity (as in a stock market) that often ends in a sudden collapse,” while the New York Times Online
Guide to Essential Knowledge deﬁnes it as a “market in which the price of an asset continues to rise because speculators
believe it will continue to rise even further, until prices reach a level that is not sustainable; panic selling begins and the price
falls precipitously.”
2Monetary models can arise in other settings as well. For example, Kocherlakota (1992) and Santos and Woodford (1997)
oﬀer examples of bubbles in models with a ﬁnite number of inﬁnitely-lived agents based on Bewley (1980). Both go on to show
that if agents face borrowing limits, bubbles can emerge on assets available in zero net supply. Since the historical episodes of
so-called bubbles all involve assets available in positive net supply, this particular theory of bubbles seems less relevant here.
1Allen, Morris, and Postlewaite (1993) and Conlon (2004), where agents are not sure what others know
about dividends. The reason I focus speciﬁcally on risk-shifting models is that in these models credit allows
bubbles to arise, in contrast to other models of bubbles where credit plays no essential role.3 Since many of
the historical episodes suspected to be bubbles were associated with easy access to credit, models of bubbles
where credit is essential for bubbles would appear to be especially relevant for capturing these episodes.
Previous work on risk-shifting models by Allen and Gorton (1993) and Allen and Gale (2000) largely
focused on showing that equilibrium bubbles are logically possible. However, their analysis leaves open the
question of whether such models can capture the salient features of historical episodes often described as
bubbles. For example, do these models generally predict booms and busts in asset prices, or do they only
imply that assets are overvalued? Do these models generally predict the frenzied asset trading that we
observe during these episodes, or do they imply what Hong and Sraer (2011) dub “quiet” bubbles whereby
assets are overvalued but traded infrequently? Are these models consistent with the observation that these
episodes tend to occur in periods of low interest rates and seemingly relaxed credit conditions? And do
these models have other implications about episodes in which asset prices deviate from fundamentals?
This paper seeks to answer these questions. I show that risk-shifting models can give rise to both
overvaluation and boom-bust patterns, but that the two are driven by distinct forces. The extent to which
assets are overvalued depends on the total amount agents can borrow against the assets they purchase:
The more funds traders can access, the more overvalued the asset becomes. By contrast, the rate at which
asset prices appreciate over time depends on whether trading the asset is perceived to be risky: Rapid price
appreciation can only occur if agents expect that there is a signiﬁcant chance they will be unable to proﬁt
from selling the asset in the future. Even though rapid appreciation is associated with the asset becoming
increasingly overvalued with time, the rate of price appreciation is not due to a secular increase in the
forces that drive overvaluation, i.e. a rise in the amount of resources that traders can borrow over time. I
also show that risk-shifting models can generate asset churning or what Harrison and Kreps (1978) refer to
as speculative behavior, meaning that agents buy assets with the hope of proﬁting by selling them in the
future. Whether bubbles are “quiet” and trade hands infrequently or “noisy” and churn often depends on
both the extent to which the asset is overvalued and how risky agents perceive trading to be.
Finally, I show that risk-shifting models imply that overvaluation and speculation can be associated with
low interest rates charged to borrowers, and somewhat paradoxically, especially to the borrowers who engage
in the riskiest behavior. This result arises for several reasons. First, as risky assets become more overvalued,
expected proﬁts from trading these assets falls. This leads fewer agents to buy them, and so lenders expect
a smaller fraction of their borrowers will default and can therefore charge lower rates. The emergence
of speculation similarly exposes lenders to lower risk of default, but for a diﬀerent reason: If borrowers
3Of course, credit can be introduced into these other models of bubbles, but even if it ampliﬁes underlying bubbles, credit
is not what allows them to emerge. Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2006) and Farhi and Tirole (2011) incorporate credit in
overlapping generations models, while Simsek (2011) incorporates it in the Harrison and Kreps (1978) model.
2intend to sell their assets, some of the expected losses from the collapse in asset prices will be shifted on to
the next buyer of the assets. A third reason is that lenders in the model try to steer speculators towards
contracts with features that limit the losses from default incurred by the lender, e.g. smaller loans, and must
charge low interest rates to draw speculators to these contracts. Hence, speculators may be oﬀered credit at
particularly low rates. More generally, the model predicts the occurrence of bubbles will be associated with
the use of certain ﬁnancial contracts designed to minimize the risk for lenders. Building on these insights,
Barlevy and Fisher (2011) adapt the risk-shifting model to the case of the housing market, and conﬁrm
that cities where house prices appreciated especially quickly tended to rely on mortgages that were used
sparingly elsewhere and are consistent with the types of credit arrangements predicted by their model.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 examines a one-period model, which illustrates the forces
that lead to overvaluation and the connection between the extent of overvaluation and equilibrium interest
rates. Section 3 extends this model to two periods so that we can examine price dynamics, speculation, and
the relationship between speculation and equilibrium interest rates. In both of these sections, I exogenously
restrict the set of contracts lenders can oﬀer. Section 4 considers endogenous contracting, and examines
what type of contracts will be oﬀered when speculative bubbles arise. Section 5 concludes.
2 One-Period Model
I begin with a one-period model that illustrates how risk-shifting allows assets to trade above their funda-
mental value in equilibrium. This model is similar to the one-period model in Allen and Gale (2000). One
important diﬀerence is that they assume agents can borrow as much as they like at the going interest rate,
while in my model agents borrow a ﬁnite amount of resources in equilibrium. This distinction allows me to
study the role of the amount traders can borrow in determining asset prices and interest rates.
Consider an economy where there is a risky asset, available in ﬁxed supply, which cannot be sold short.
Such supply restrictions are essential, or else supply would turn inﬁnite if the price were ever above its
fundamental value. The ﬁxed supply of the asset can be viewed as a technological constraint on asset
production. More generally, all I need is that the supply schedule be upward sloping, so supplying more
units is increasingly costly. Short sales restrictions can arise from similar informational frictions to those
I consider, e.g. agents who sell assets short cannot be trusted to deliver the asset they sell short or to
replicate its payoﬀs. In what follows, I take short sales restrictions as given rather than derive them.
The risky asset pays a dividend  at the end of the period that is binomially distributed, speciﬁcally
 =
½
0 with probability 
0 with probability 1 − 
For example, the asset could represent a claim on the proﬁts of a ﬁrm with a patent that may or may not
pan out, and  represents the proﬁts to the ﬁrm if the patent is successful. It will be natural to interpret
3patents as succeeding independently of one another, so that information about aggregate outcomes will not
be informative about any individual asset. Under this interpretation, the price implications that emerge
from the model apply to individual assets rather than to the aggregate portfolio of all assets.
Since the supply of the asset is ﬁxed, I can normalize the number of assets to 1. At the beginning of
the period, all shares are endowed to agents henceforth known as original owners. These could be the
inventors who come up with patentable ideas. A second group of agents, henceforth known as potential
buyers, can buy these assets from their original owners. These potential buyers must ﬁnance at least part of
their purchases with funds acquired from a third and ﬁnal group of agents, henceforth known as creditors.
Creditors can buy the assets as well, but will never prefer to do so in equilibrium. For simplicity, suppose
potential buyers own no resources and must ﬁnance all of their purchases with funds acquired from creditors.
For bubbles to arise, some potential buyers must use the funds they secure for something other than
purchasing risky assets. Otherwise, creditors would refuse to lend when assets are overvalued. I therefore
allow some potential buyers to do something else with the resources they borrow. Speciﬁcally, I assume
they can use their funds to operate a productive technology if they wish. Formally, suppose there are two
types of potential borrowers, whom lenders cannot tell apart when they provide them with funds:
• Agents with access to a productive technology, whom I henceforth call entrepreneurs.
• Agents without access to a productive technology, whom I henceforth call non-entrepreneurs.
The production technology available to entrepreneurs can be summarized as follows. Entrepreneurs can
produce 1 units of output per unit of input, up to a ﬁxed capacity of the input that I set to 1.T h ef a c t
that 1 will lead creditors to fund these agents and try to reap some of these returns for themselves.
Since entrepreneurs can employ no more than one unit of resources proﬁtably, lenders will never lend more
than this amount to any single borrower. As noted earlier, this distinguishes the model from Allen and
Gale (2000), where agents can borrow unlimited amounts.
Remark 1: Entrepreneurial activity need not correspond to physical production. Entrepreneurs could
equally achieve the return  by buying assets and managing them more productively, or by buying assets as
part of some arbitrage strategy others have yet to recognize, or by buying undervalued assets on the basis
of private information. Indeed, Allen and Gorton (1993) model proﬁtable borrowers as agents who trade
assets on private information. Interpreting entrepreneurial activity this way makes the case for asymmetric
information more plausible: All borrowers use the funds they borrow similarly, namely to buy assets, and
lenders with little knowledge about asset markets may not be able to gauge ap r i o r iwhether the assets
borrowers propose to buy can be proﬁtably deployed or whether borrowers are trying to proﬁta tt h el e n d e r ’ s
expense. When trading strategies are not transparent, as is true for some hedge funds, lenders will not even
know which assets agents are buying. The latter case comes closest to the environment I analyze. ¥
4Let  denote the number of non-entrepreneurs and  denote the fraction of all potential buyers who are





 entrepreneurs. Note that a change in  holding 
ﬁxed amounts to changing the total number of potential buyers, not just the number of non-entrepreneurs.
The market for funds operates as follows. There is a large number of potential creditors, ensuring the
market will be competitive. Creditors oﬀer contracts, and agents choose which contract to enter. Creditors
cannot monitor what borrowers do with the funds once they obtain them or observe anything about the
assets borrowers purchase. As suggested above, this can reﬂect limited information about what borrowers
buy or an inability by lenders to assess the fundamentals of the assets their borrowers are buying. For now,
I follow Allen and Gale (2000) in allowing creditors to only oﬀer a particular type of debt contract, although
later on in Section 3 I allow creditors to design contracts optimally and show that under some conditions,
such a contract is optimal. In particular, I assume creditors lend out one unit of resources per borrower —
they would never agree to lend more — for 1+ units at the end of the period.
Remark 2: The assumption that lenders cannot monitor what agents do with their funds may be
somewhat plausible in equity markets when traders follow opaque strategies, but it is unsuited for the housing
market, where lenders appraise the houses borrowers purchase and can observe whether they sell them.
However, Barlevy and Fisher (2010) show that the risk-shifting model can be adapted to such environments.
They model a housing market where some individuals derive high utility from homeownership because they
can customize a home to their own tastes. These individuals serve the same role as entrepreneurs here:
They are proﬁtable borrowers who will not default on their loans. If preferences are private information,
lenders will be unable to distinguish these buyers from those who buy for speculative reasons. Barlevy and
Fisher show that the latter buyers can push the price of a house above its fundamental value, i.e. the social
value of an additional house when housing supply is ﬁxed. Since all agents buy the same asset, observing
the asset is not an issue. The key is that there is other relevant information lenders cannot observe. ¥
Let  denote the price of one share of the risky asset. The expected payoﬀ from taking the one unit of





− (1 + )0
¶
(1)
Hence, non-entrepreneurs can proﬁt from borrowing and buying assets if  (1 + ), and earn nothing
otherwise. Entrepreneurs who secure funds can instead use them to initiate production, earning
max( − (1 + )0) (2)
Entrepreneurs will therefore produce if




− (1 + )0
¶

The payoﬀs in (1) and (2) assume default is costless to the borrower. More generally, a borrower may
incur costs from not paying his obligation, e.g. stigma or loss of access to future credit. Suppose there were
5a constant utility cost of default, . In what follows, I consider the limiting case where  → 0,s ot h a tI
can continue to use the payoﬀs in (1) and (2) without having to keep track of .A l lo fm yr e s u l t se x t e n d
t ot h ec a s ew h e r e is strictly positive but small. At the same time, taking the limit as  tends to 0 is not
equivalent to simply setting  =0 . This is because when 0, agents will refuse to borrow if they expect
to default with certainty, e.g. a non-entrepreneur will never take a loan where (1 + ) . This property
will be preserved in the limit as  → 0.W h e n  =0 , though, agents would be willing to take out loans
they expect to default on with certainty. Looking at the limit as  → 0 thus rules out additional equilibria
that can arise when  =0but which are not robust to the introduction of small default costs.
An equilibrium for this economy corresponds to a price  for the asset and an interest rate  for borrowing
that ensure the following conditions:
1. Demand for the asset from potential buyers is equal to the amount original owners are willing to sell
2. Creditors earn zero expected proﬁts on the resources they lend out, and cannot earn positive proﬁts
by oﬀering some other contract that borrowers strictly prefer.
Turning ﬁrst to the asset market, supply for the asset is straightforward: The original owners value the
a s s e ta ti t se x p e c t e dp a y o ﬀ, , and so supply is 0 if   , any amount in [01] if  = ,a n d1 if
  Demand for the asset is the total amount of resources buyers spend on the asset divided by the
price . Since in equilibrium each borrower can obtain one unit of resources, the total amount of wealth
buyers bring to the asset market will depend on the number of agents who intend to buy assets. This will






on the return  on entrepreneurial production that determines what entrepreneurs want to do with the
funds they obtain. For a ﬁxed , the equilibrium  and  will thus be functions of  and .
Figure 1 illustrates how equilibrium depends on ().F o re a c h, there is a cutoﬀ ∗ () such that if
the return to entrepreneurial activity  ∗ (), production will not be suﬃciently proﬁtable to entice
entrepreneurs given what lenders must charge to break even on their loans. Hence, in equilibrium, all agents
who borrow would opt to buy assets. Lenders know this, and will only lend if the asset is not overvalued.
For low values of , then, the unique equilibrium is  = . Given that all borrowers purchase assets,
lenders set 1+ ≥ 1 to ensure they recover the entire dividend  and break even on their loans.
If the return to entrepreneurial activity is high, i.e. if  ∗ (), production will be proﬁtable enough
to entice entrepreneurs in equilibrium. In this case, lenders will compete to fund entrepreneurs. Since
they cannot tell borrowers apart, though, they will have to take on non-entrepreneurs as well. Competition
among lenders will drive 1+ down until expected proﬁts to lenders are zero. This implies 1+ will be below
1. Recall from (1) that non-entrepreneurs would be willing to buy risky assets as long as (1 + ) .
When 1+1, the maximum amount they would pay for an asset will exceed the expected dividend
6. Whether the equilibrium  in fact exceeds  depends on the number of non-entrepreneurs .W i t h
only few buyers, i.e. when  is small, there will not be enough demand to raise the price above .B u ta s
more borrowers vie for the ﬁxed supply of assets, which is the only way they can proﬁta tt h ee x p e n s eo f
lenders, they will bid up the price of the asset above . Thus, a bubble can emerge in equilibrium.
Remark 3: A few comments are in order on whether  ought to be called a “bubble.” First, since
borrowers who buy risky assets value the option to default, they would not view themselves as overpaying for
the asset. One might therefore argue for including the option value to default as part of the fundamentals.
But the original motivation for the way economists deﬁne a bubble presumably reﬂected a concern that a
mispriced asset would convey the wrong signal to agents, e.g. potential producers of the asset might supply
too much of it if it were overpriced. Hence, the fundamental value should reﬂect the gains to creating an
additional asset. Since the borrower’s option value to default cancels the lender’s expected loss and adds
nothing to social value, it should not be folded into the fundamental value. Another argument against
using the term bubble is that lenders in the model eﬀectively invest in two assets, risky assets purchased by
non-entrepreneurs and production projects run by entrepreneurs. Since the two are inextricably bundled
for lenders, who cannot invest in one without the other, they can arguably be viewed as a single, properly
valued asset that oﬀers no excess return to lenders. But this treats assets as coming in ﬁxed proportions. If
additional risky assets could be produced,  would again convey the wrong signal, justifying treating
the risky asset as a bubble. Finally, my model diﬀers in several ways from other models of bubbles such as
monetary models. For example, the equilibrium  here is unique, so if a bubble exists, there is no additional
equilibrium with  = . Also, a bubble does not raise aggregate wealth, but merely redistributes resources
among agents. Some may view these implications as contrary to what the notion of a bubble ought to
capture. But the conventional deﬁnition for a bubble does not generically deliver these implications, and I
only use the term bubble in the sense that price diﬀers from fundamentals. ¥
Formally, the equilibrium asset price  and the rate charged to borrowers  can be summarized as functions
of () as follows, where the proof is provided in an Appendix.
Proposition 1:F o re a c h, there exists a cutoﬀ ∗ () such that if  ∗ (), equilibrium is given by
 =   ≥ 1 − 1
and if  ∗ () the equilibrium is given by
 =   =
(1 − )
1 − (1 − )
if  
 =   =
(1 − )
1 − (1 − )
if     (1 − (1 − ))






1 − (1 − )
∗

if (1 − (1 − ))
7where 
∗















By comparison, Allen and Gale (2000) show that when agents can borrow without limit, assets must trade
above fundamentals. Hence, they essentially focus on the case where  is large, i.e. the amount borrowed
against assets is large, and  exceeds . Since my model allows for other cases, it oﬀers additional insights
on what determines the extent of overvaluation and how interest rates and asset prices are related.
These insights can be seen from comparative statics on how the equilibrium  and  respond to changes
in various variables. Figure 2 illustrates how  and  vary with  when  ∗ ().If o c u so nt h e s ev a l u e s
for  since according to Proposition 1, the number of non-entrepreneurs  has no impact on the equilibrium
 and  when  ∗ (). The solid lines trace out  and  for diﬀerent values of . The dashed lines show
t h es a m er e l a t i o n s h i pw h e nw er a i s et h ed i v i d e n d in the high state from  to  + ∆ for ∆  0.
Consider ﬁrst how the price of the asset  varies with . For low values of , asset prices accord with
standard asset pricing theory:  equals the fundamental value of the asset and is independent of .F o r
intermediate values of , asset prices are determined according to what Allen and Gale (1994) describe in a
diﬀerent context as “cash-in-the-market pricing.” That is, the price of the asset is the ratio between the cash
buyers bring to the asset market and the quantity of assets owners wish to sell.4 At these intermediate values
of , the price of the asset is independent of the fundamentals: News that the expected dividend is higher
will have no impact on the price of the asset. At still higher values of , the price of the asset depends on
both  and the fundamentals. The price is still set by cash-in-the-market pricing, but the amount of cash in
the asset market depends on the expected payoﬀ to buying assets, which in turn depends on fundamentals.
Risk-shifting models thus admit the possibility that asset prices are governed by fundamentals, by the
amount agents can collectively borrow against assets, or by both.5 The key implication for my purposes,
though, is that the extent to which assets are overvalued — the gap between  and  — depends on the total
amount traders can borrow against the asset. Intuitively, the more resources borrowers bring to the asset
market, the more they will bid up the price as they compete to buy scarce risky assets in order to proﬁta t
the expense of their lenders. It may be tempting to infer from this that to generate growing bubbles in a
dynamic version of the model, we need the amount agents collectively borrow to rise over time. As I discuss
4Allen and Gale (1994) develop a model where agents choose between cash and assets in advance, and then a random
number of agents are hit with an immediate need for liquidity and must sell their assets for cash. If more agents are hit with
liquidity shocks than expected, assets trade below their fundamental value, with the price equal to the ratio of cash held by
liquid agents and assets held by illiquid agents. By contrast, here cash corresponds to the amount of resources agents can
borrow and then use to buy risky assets, and assets trade above their fundamental value.
5Chancellor (2000) argues that these diﬀerent explanations for what determines asset prices date back to at least the 18th
Century and John Law, who is often remembered for his role in the Mississippi Bubble. Chancellor writes: “John Law, who
was also a land-bank projector, went even further and claimed that the price was simply the result of the interaction of supply
and demand. Applied to the stock market, Law’s idea suggests that share prices are determined by liquidity (the supply of
new funds to the market) rather than a reﬂection of inherent values.” (p45)
8in the next section, this conjecture turns out to be incorrect: Price appreciation is not driven by the growth
of new funds into the asset market, but by the inherent riskiness of asset trading.
Another insight of the model concerns the relationship between interest rates and asset prices. The reason
assets can trade above their fundamental value is that borrowers are willing to overpay for the assets they
buy because they can shift some of the risk from buying assets to lenders. Lenders will in turn charge
borrowers a premium above the risk-free rate — which here is equal to zero — to cover these expected losses.
This would suggest that bubbles should be associated with higher borrowing premia. But as evident from
Figure 2 where  and  move in opposite directions as we vary , more overvaluation will not necessarily
be associated with higher premia. This observation is important, since the historical episodes described
as bubbles often coincide with looser credit conditions. One of the key insights of the paper is that in
risk-shifting models, overvaluation and speculation m a yi nf a c tb ea s s o c i a t e dw i t hl o w e rr a t e sc h a r g e dt o
borrowers, or more precisely with lower premia on borrowers over the risk free rate.6
To understand why overvaluation can be associated with low borrowing premia, observe that the more
the asset is overvalued, the smaller the expected proﬁts from buying risky assets. If this leads fewer agents
to buy risky assets, lenders will be exposed to less default risk and can charge lower rates. In the model,
once expected proﬁts from buying risky assets turn to zero, only a strict fraction of non-entrepreneurs will
buy assets in equilibrium. This is because I consider the limiting case where the cost of default  tends
to 0. Since borrowers must not default when  = , the debt obligation per asset (1 + ) cannot exceed
.F o r suﬃciently large, this cannot be true if all non-entrepreneurs borrow and buy assets. Hence, as
 rises, only a fraction of non-entrepreneurs can buy assets. While this particular mechanism for pushing
non-entrepreneurs away from buying risky assets is somewhat special, the basic argument is more general:
Higher asset prices reduce the proﬁtability of buying risky assets and push potential borrowers to other
activities. If borrowers have outside opportunities with strictly positive returns, the fraction of borrowers
who gamble on risky assets will necessarily decline as the asset becomes increasingly more overvalued.7
To be sure, the intuition that lenders ought to charge higher premia when assets are overvalued has some
merit. Consider what happens if we held the number of entrepreneurs ﬁxed but reduced the number of
non-entrepreneurs, i.e. we let both  and  tend to zero. From Proposition 1,  will tend to  and  will
tend to 0. That is, there will no bubble and loan rates will tend to the risk-free rate. If we instead let 
and  both be bounded away from zero,  will be strictly positive, and, if  and  are suﬃciently large,
the price will exceed fundamentals. In other words, if the absence of a bubble corresponds to the absence
6In all the comparative static exercises I consider, the risk-free rate is constant (and equal to 0). The predictions I consider
for interest rates thus ignore any possible connections between asset prices and the risk-free rate. In particular, my analysis
has nothing to say about how policies or shocks that drive down risk-free rates are related to bubbles.
7That implication in Figure 2 that  is globally non-increasing in  is not robust, and stems from the assumption that 
has a bimodal distribution. If  had more than two possible realizations, a higher  could imply agents default in a larger
number of states of the world, and interest rates would rise with  in some regions. Still, a higher  would eventually drive
borrowers away from risky assets and would lead to lower borrowing premia.
9of borrowers seeking to proﬁt from shifting risk, borrowing premia will indeed be higher when the asset
is overvalued than when it is not. But in general it is not true that lenders will not be concerned about
risk-shifting when asset prices equal fundamentals. For example, if we lower  but hold  ﬁxed, the price
of the asset will equal its fundamental value, but non-entrepreneurs will still default if  =0 . Likewise, if
we lower , lenders will expect all borrowers to buy risky assets. In this case, the equilibrium interest rate
will be especially high, since default risk will be at its highest given there will be no proﬁtable borrowers to
oﬀset those who buy risky assets. Whether borrowing premia are high or low in the absence of a bubble is
ambiguous, unlike the implication that more overvaluation must eventually lead to lower premia.
In the next section, I build on the one period model to address dynamic issues that are the ultimate
interest of this paper. But the static model is itself useful for illustrating some features of risk-shifting
models, e.g. the cash-in-the-market pricing aspect of these models, the role of the amount agents can
borrow against assets in generating overvaluation, and the interest rate implications of these models.
3D y n a m i c s : a T w o - P e r i o d M o d e l
Since the distinguishing features of the historical episodes often cited as bubbles — asset prices boom and
then crash, agents tend to churn assets — are dynamic, we need to move beyond a one period model to assess
the relevance of risk-shifting models for understanding these episodes. This section extends the static model
in the previous section to a dynamic environment. Although previous work on risk-shifting has considered
dynamic models, these were limited in important ways. For example, Allen and Gorton (1993) and Allen
and Gale (2000) consider dynamics, but both force agents to sell assets at exogenous dates rather than
trade strategically. This not only sidesteps the question of whether traders will choose to churn assets in
equilibrium, but can matter for price dynamics. For example, as I discuss below, Allen and Gorton (1993)
ﬁnd that the growth rate of asset prices is indeterminate, whereas here the price path is generically unique.
To keep things simple, I allow for only two periods, which are indexed by  ∈ {12}.I t r y t o r e t a i na s
m u c ho ft h es t r u c t u r eo ft h eo n e - p e r i o dm o d e la b o v ea sp o s s i b l e . A si nt h es t a t i cm o d e l ,t h e r ei saﬁxed
supply of risky assets that cannot be sold short and which is held by original owners at the beginning of
period 1. These assets continue to pay out a single stochastic dividend  after all trade is done, which now
corresponds to the end of date 2. The dividend  is equal to  with probability  and 0 otherwise. For
now, suppose the dividend is only revealed when it is paid out. For reasons that will become clear below, I
eventually allow  to be revealed before trade occurs at date 2.
Agents who can purchase these assets arrive in periods 1 and 2. I assume the date at which potential
buyers arrive is exogenous, and that if they wish to buy assets, they must do so in the period in which they
arrive. I could assume all potential buyers arrive in period 1 and then let them time their actions, but this
10only complicates the analysis without adding much insight.8 As in the static model, potential buyers own
no resources and must secure resources from a third group, creditors. All three groups are risk-neutral, and
none discount between periods. Neither assumption is essential.
As in the static model, I assume two types of potential buyers — entrepreneurs with an alternative use for
funds and non-entrepreneurs who can only buy risky assets. Let  denote the number of non-entrepreneurs
in period . Suppose non-entrepreneurs make up a fraction  of potential borrowers in each period, so the





. Entrepreneurial production is similar to the static model:
They can convert one unit of input into 1 units of output, up to a limit of one unit of input. In line
with the static model, I assume entrepreneurs must invest in the period in which they arrive, and that 
only accrues when  is paid out, i.e. at the end of period 2.
Given entrepreneurs can only make payments at the end of date 2, I restrict creditors to debt contracts
that provide agents with one unit of resources upon arrival and come due at the end of date 2, i.e. borrowers
arriving at date  must repay 1+ at the end of date 2. I return to the question of whether these contracts
are optimal in Section 4. Letting  denote the price of the asset at date , an equilibrium is a path
{( )}
2
=1 such that in each period (1) the market for assets clears, and (2) creditors earn zero expected
proﬁts and no creditor can earn positive proﬁts by oﬀering a contract that borrowers strictly prefer.
By design, the two-period and one-period models only diﬀer in terms of the way asset markets operate.
These diﬀerences can be summarized as follows. First, in the two-period model original owners who do not
sell their assets at date 1 have another opportunity to sell at date 2. Second, agents who bought assets at
date 1 can choose whether to sell them at date 2. Neither feature arises with only one period. Nevertheless,
equilibrium in the two-period model sketched out above is identical to the equilibrium of a one-period model
in which the number of potential buyers is the same as the total number of buyers across the two periods.
Proposition 2: In equilibrium, 1 = 2 =  and 1 = 2 =  where  and  correspond to the price and
interest rate in the one-period model with  = 1 +2. There is no speculation in equilibrium: Agents who
buy the asset in date 1 do not resell the asset in date 2.
The reason the dynamic model delivers the same outcome as a static model in which all potential borrowers
arrive in the same period is that the original owners can choose when to sell their assets, and they act to
ensure the price does not appreciate over time. In particular, if 2 were to exceed 1, the original owners
would wait to sell the asset in period 2. But since non-entrepreneurs who show up at date 1 want to buy
the asset, the market wouldn’t clear. Hence, the price of the asset must be the same in both periods. This
in turn rules out equilibrium speculation, since agents who buy the asset at date 1 can only beneﬁtf r o m
8In particular, allowing agents to time their actions either results in a corner solution where all agents act in the same
period, or it introduces additional endogenous variables — the fraction who choose a given action in the ﬁrst period — as well
as additional equilibrium conditions — speciﬁcally, indiﬀerence conditions about when to act.
11selling it for a strictly higher price at date 2. Only original owners agree to sell assets, and rather than sell
them all in one period as in the static model, they now liquidate their holdings over two periods.9
Before I turn to the question of how to modify the model to potentially allow for price booms and
speculative behavior, it is worth pointing out that the result of Proposition 2 does not depend on how 1
compares with 2. That is, even though in the static model a larger number of traders will lead to more
overvaluation, it need not follow that an increase in the number of traders between dates 1 and 2 will lead to
a growing bubble and rising asset prices. This is because in the dynamic model, the arrival of more traders at
date 2 will push up the price of the asset at date 2, but will also raise the price in period 1 as original owners
hold out for a higher price before agreeing to sell their assets. This observation demonstrates that price
appreciation, if and when it emerges, is due to distinct forces from those responsible for overvaluation.10
Since the simplest extension of the one-period model fails to generate asset price booms and speculative
behavior, we need to enrich the model in some way for these to possibly arise. One obvious direction is to
allow for uncertainty, especially given that the reason prices fail to grow in the model above is that agents
can perfectly anticipate conditions at date 2. To gain some insight on what type of uncertainty is needed,
let us reinterpret the equilibrium restriction that 1 = 2 in the deterministic model as a restriction on the
extent of overvaluation. Note that the fundamental value of the asset  in each period  is just .T h e
fact that 1 = 2 in equilibrium thus implies that the bubble term  =  −  satisﬁes
1 = 1 − 
= 2 −  = 2
That is, in the absence of uncertainty, the equilibrium bubble term must be equal in the two periods. Recall
that I assumed no discounting, so the risk-free interest rate is zero. Hence, in the absence of uncertainty, the
bubble term grows at the risk-free rate. But this is precisely the Blanchard and Watson (1982) insight that
with rational agents, a deterministic bubble must grow at the risk-free rate.11 Blanchard and Watson go
on to argue that if the bubble might not survive into the next period, then conditional on not bursting, the
bubble will grow faster than the risk-free rate. Intuitively, if the asset is overvalued, selling it is proﬁtable
for an agent. If there is a risk the asset will not remain overvalued next period, then there must be some
9More generally, prices must leave original owners indiﬀerent as to when they sell. This implies prices must grow at rate
−1−1 where  denotes the time-discount factor. The reason prices are constant in my model is that I assume no discounting,
i.e.  =1 .I f1, prices would rise, but creditors would demand at least −1 −1 interest on one-period loans, so speculation
remains unproﬁtable. Ignoring discounting is thus inconsequential: It is not responsible for the absence of speculation, and all
of my results on price booms can be interpreted as applying to price appreciation in excess of the risk-free rate.
10Note that if the original owners were forced to sell their assets at date 1,a si nA l l e na n dG a l e( 2 0 0 0 ) ,1 and 2 would
be determined by cash-in-the-market pricing, and 2  1 would in fact imply price appreciation. This reinforces the point
that letting agents trade strategically is important for understanding price dynamics in these models, since otherwise dynamic
models will artiﬁcially take on the properties of related static models.
11Blanchard and Watson’s result was partly anticipated by Diamond (1965), who showed that the price of an intrinsically
worthless bubbly asset must grow at the risk-free rate. However, since the asset he considered had no inherent value, it was not
immediately obvious from his analysis whether the restriction applies to the total price of the asset or the bubble component.
12oﬀsetting reward that compensates those who wait to sell. This compensation accrues as capital gains if the
bubble survives. Hence, the type of uncertainty needed to generate a growing bubble involves uncertainty
about whether the bubble component will survive from one period to the next.
While Blanchard and Watson allow the bubble to bursts exogenously, in my model overvaluation arises
endogenously and its collapse must similarly arise endogenously. To motivate the particular way I let the
bubble burst, note that there is already a sense in which a bubble bursts even in the one-period model:
Once  is revealed, borrowers can no longer use the asset to earn rents from lenders. If we allowed agents
to trade the asset after  was revealed but before it materializes, the asset could only trade at  = .T h a t
is, the bubble must burst once  is revealed. Suppose then that  is revealed before the asset market opens
at date 2 with some probability 0. In the state of the world where  is revealed, the price of the asset
will either rise to  or fall to 0, but either way the bubble term will vanish. In particular, the bubble can
burst even as the price of the asset rises. This may seem odd to readers used to monetary bubbles where
the fundamental value of the asset is zero and the bursting of a bubble is equivalent to a price collapse. But
when the fundamental value of the asset can vary over time, there is nothing that requires asset prices to
fall when bubbles burst. If  is revealed to equal , the owner of the asset will experience a capital gain,
but he will still incur some loss as the option to sell the asset at this high price becomes worthless; there
is no diﬀerence between selling the asset for  =  and consuming the dividend  directly. The option to
sell assets is only valuable if agents can sell at an inﬂated price, which is why an agent who holds on to the
asset must be compensated for the risk that  will be revealed early regardless of what value  assumes.
Although I focus on the arrival of news on  as the triggering event for the bubble bursting, there can be
other triggering events. For example, I could have assumed that the number of traders who arrive at date 2
is random. Speciﬁcally, suppose no traders show up in date 2 with probability , and with probability 1−
the number of traders is 2. This will be nearly identical to the case I consider, with the only diﬀerence
being the price that clears the market if the bubble bursts. The reason I use early revelation of  as the
triggering event is that this makes it clear that price appreciation can occur independently of how many
traders arrive at date 2.
In characterizing the equilibrium path { }
2
=1 for the case where  can be revealed early, it will be
useful to restrict some of the parameters in advance to reduce the number of cases to consider. First, I
assume that the return to entrepreneurial production  is large, speciﬁcally
1+
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
(3)
This restriction ensures that entrepreneurial activity is suﬃciently proﬁtable that entrepreneurs will prefer
to produce in equilibrium. Second, I assume that the total number of traders 1 + 2 is not too large, i.e.
1 + 2  (1 − (1 − )) (4)
This restriction limits how much non-entrepreneurs can bid up the price of the asset, and ensures that in
equilibrium they can earn positive proﬁts pretending to be entrepreneurs and buying risky assets.
13Proposition 3 below characterizes the equilibrium for all pairs (1 2) ∈ R2
++ given (3) and (4). The
proof of the proposition is contained in the Appendix. Here, I describe the equilibrium heuristically. Since
(3) ensures entrepreneurs will produce in equilibrium, all agents will be able to secure funding. All 1 non-
entrepreneurs who arrive at date 1 will then borrow and buy risky assets. If  is revealed, only entrepreneurs
will want to borrow at date 2. Agents who bought assets at date 1 will either default or repay, depending
on the realization of .I f remains uncertain, non-entrepreneurs who arrive at date 2 will borrow to buy
risky assets. The only question in this case is at what prices assets trade and who sells assets at date 2.
To tackle these questions, start with period 2. At the beginning of the period, assets can be held by both
original owners who have yet to sell and non-entrepreneurs who bought assets in period 1.I f is revealed,
the equilibrium price will equal  and trade will be indeterminate. If  remains uncertain, non-entrepreneurs
who arrive at date 2 will want to buy assets, so demand will equal 22. Graphically, this demand schedule
corresponds to a hyperbola. As for the supply of assets, since all 1 non-entrepreneurs who arrive at date
1 buy assets, 11 shares will be owned by agents who arrived at date 1 while the remaining 1 − 11
shares will be held by original owners. The latter would sell their assets for a price of  or above. As for
a trader who bought assets in period 1,l e t1 d e n o t et h ei n t e r e s tr a t eh ef a c e s .I fh eh e l do nt oh i sa s s e t s ,





− (1 + 1)
¶
If he instead sold his assets at date 2,h ew o u l de a r n
2
1
− (1 + 1)
Comparing the two, the agent would be willing to sell the asset if
2 ≥  +( 1− )(1+1)1 (5)
Agents who bought assets at date 1 thus require a higher price to sell than original owners, since they must
both cover their debt obligation and be compensated for the rents they earn at their lenders’ expense. The
supply of the asset is thus an upward sloping step function, where the steps correspond to the reservation
prices of diﬀerent agents. Figure 3 illustrates the supply and demand curves for the asset if all non-
entrepreneurs face the same interest rate 1 at date 1,a n dt h ed i ﬀerent ways these curves can intersect.12
These intersections correspond to diﬀerent equilibria, which can be partitioned as follows:
a. At least some original owners hold on to assets until the end of date 2.I nt h i sc a s e ,2 = .
b .A l lo r i g i n a lo w n e r ss e l lb yd a t e2, but no non-entrepreneur who bought at date 1 sells at date 2.
12Figure 3 only illustrates the diﬀerent ways supply and demand can intersect, not that diﬀerent equilibria correspond to
shifts of the demand curve against a stable supply curve. To the contrary, in equilibrium 1 depends on the expectation of
2, so changes in 2 can aﬀect the supply curve. In addition, as I discuss later in the text, when only a fraction of those who
bought assets at date 1 sell at date 2,t w od i s t i n c tr a t e s1∗  ∗
1 will be oﬀered in equilibrium. Figure 3 thus fails to depict
supply correctly for case (c), although the set of equilibria can still be partitioned into the distinct cases (a)-(d) in the text.
14c .A l lo r i g i n a lo w n e r ss e l lb yd a t e2, and some non-entrepreneurs who bought at date 1 sell at date 2.
d. All original owners and all non-entrepreneurs who bought at date 1 sell at date 2.
Proposition 3 shows that the set
©
(1 2) ∈ R2
++ : 1 + 2  (1 − (1 − ))
ª
can be partitioned into
four regions each uniquely associated with one of these equilibria. This partition is illustrated graphically
in Figure 4, where region A corresponds to the values (1 2) for which the equilibrium is of type (a),
region B corresponds to the values (1 2) for which the equilibrium is of type (b), and so on. The precise
expressions for equilibrium asset prices and interest rates in these cases are given in the Appendix.
Proposition 3: Suppose 1+
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
.T h e n f o r (1 2) ∈ R2
++ such that 1 + 2 
(1 − (1 − )), an equilibrium exists and is almost surely unique.
Armed with the characterization of equilibrium in Proposition 3, we can now return to the questions
posed in the Introduction: When does the model generate booms and busts in asset prices? When does it
generate speculation? What does it imply about speculative bubbles and interest rates?
I begin with the implications for asset prices. As in the static model, as long as the total number of
non-entrepreneurs 1 + 2 exceeds the threshold , the price of the asset will exceed the fundamental
value as long as  remains uncertain. Since  is always uncertain at date 1, it follows that 1   .M o v i n g
on to period 2,i f is revealed before trade commences, the price will equal . Hence, the price starts
out somewhere between  and  and either falls to 0 or rises to . The model can therefore generate a
collapse in asset prices, speciﬁcally if  is revealed to be low. Compared with the case where 1 is equal
to fundamentals, the decline in price will be larger in absolute terms the more overvalued is the asset, and
would be larger in proportional terms if the lower realization for  were positive rather than 0. Hence, the
presence of a bubble implies a bigger price collapse in response to bad news about the asset.
If  remains uncertain at the beginning of date 2, the proof of Proposition 3 implies the equilibrium price
2 will be higher than price 1, i.e. if the bubble doesn’t burst, the asset will become more overvalued.
In other words, price booms are also possible. The rate at which the price appreciates depends on what
happens in period 1.I f11  1, some original owners continue to hold the asset into period 2. But since
1  0, some original owners must have sold their assets in period 1. Original owners must therefore be
indiﬀerent between selling in period 1 and waiting to sell the asset in period 2,i . e .
1 =  +( 1− )2 (6)
Deﬁning a bubble  as the gap between the price and the fundamentals  − , we can rewrite (6) as






15As long as not all original owners sell the asset in period 1, then, the growth rate of the bubble term —
which determines the rate growth rate in the price of the asset — is uniquely determined: The bubble either
collapses to 0 if  is revealed, or grows at rate (1 − ) otherwise.13 If all of the original owners sell the
a s s e ta td a t e1,s ot h a t11 =1 , the rate at which the bubble grows is unique, but will no longer equal
(1 − ). Since the original owners must agree to sell their holdings at date 1, condition (6) now becomes
1 ≥  +( 1− )2





The risk that the bubble bursts thus governs the maximal rate at which the bubble can grow, even if the
exact rate depends on 1 and 2. Hence, a necessary condition for a price boom is that agents believe they
face a risk that the asset may cease to be overvalued, i.e. 0.A t ﬁrst, this may seem to contradict
conventional wisdom that asset market booms are often associated with excessive optimism about future
asset prices. However, there is some evidence that at the very least such exuberance is not universally
shared. For example, Temin and Voth (2004) document how Hoare’s Bank traded shares in the South
Sea Company in 1720 even though they viewed it as risky given the terms at which they were willing to
lend to others against the same asset. More recently, Citigroup CEO Charles Prince’s infamously stated
in the Financial Times on July 9, 2007 that “When the music stops, in terms of liquidity, things will be
complicated. But as long as the music is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing.” More
work is necessary to gauge how aware agents are of the risks they face during supposed bubble episodes.
Next, I turn to the implications of the model for speculative behavior: When would agents churn assets,
buying in one period and selling in another? Unlike my results for price appreciation, here the work of
Blanchard and Watson (1982) oﬀers little guidance. In particular, in their analysis individuals are always
indiﬀerent between selling and holding on to the asset, and so their model says little on whether agents
actively trade assets. By contrast, my model is speciﬁc about whether speculative behavior will occur. In
particular, speculation can occur, but only under certain conditions, namely in equilibria of type (c) and
(d) when some agents who buy the asset at date 1 also sell the asset at date 2. Figure 4 reveals that such
equilibria are associated with certain parameters, speciﬁcally high values of 1, 2, or both. Essentially,
market clearing will require agents who bought assets at date 1 will to sell at date 2 if either a large fraction
of those who own the asset at date 2 bought at date 1, or if demand for assets at date 2 is suﬃciently large
that it cannot be supplied by the original owners alone. Since higher values of 1 and 2 also imply more
overvaluation, this suggests speculation is more likely for more overvalued assets.
The existence of equilibrium speculation also requires that  be large, i.e. that there be enough risk that
the bubble will burst early. Indeed, recall from Proposition 2 that when  =0 , speculative behavior can be
13Note the contrast to Allen and Gorton (1993), where asset price growth is indeterminate. This is because they assume
assets are indivisible and the number of buyers and sellers is always equal. In this case, any price between the reservation price
of the seller and the reservation price of the buyer will clear the market. But this result is not robust.
16ruled out. Formally, the role of  is reﬂected in the fact that the boundary of region (B) in Figure 4 varies with
.A s w e l e t  tend to 0, region (B) will encompass all of
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and so speculation will not occur. Intuitively, the greater the risk that the bubble will collapse, the lower the
price of the asset must be in period 1 to induce original owners to sell. At a lower price, non-entrepreneurs
who buy the asset in period 1 can aﬀord to buy more assets, and hence they command a greater share of
the assets at date 2. If demand for the assets at date 2 is high enough, some of these non-entrepreneurs
may have to sell their assets for the market to clear. Since  is related to the rate of price appreciation,
this implies that other things equal, speculation is more likely to occur with faster asset price appreciation.
Bubbles in risk-shifting models are thus not inextricably linked to speculative behavior; speculation is more
likely to raise the more assets are overvalued and the more rapidly asset prices grow.14
Lastly, I turn to the implications of the model for interest rates. In equilibria of type (b) in which there
is no speculative behavior, non-entrepreneurs hold on to their assets until the end of date 2,t h e nr e p a yi n
full if  =  and default if  =0 . The probability of recouping anything from non-entrepreneurs is .S i n c e
entrepreneurs always repay their debt, the requirement that lenders earn zero expected proﬁts yields
1 =
(1 − )
1 − (1 − )
(7)
By contrast, in equilibria of type (d) in which non-entrepreneurs who buy at date 1 sell their assets at date
2 if the bubble survives, non-entrepreneurs repay their debt if either the bubble persists into period 2,w h i c h
occurs with probability 1 − , or if the bubble bursts but  = , which occurs with probability . Hence,
the probability of recouping anything from them is (1 − )+.T h ez e r op r o ﬁt condition now implies
1 =
(1 − )
1 − (1 − )
(8)
Speculative behavior thus lowers the premia charged to borrowers: Traders who buy assets at date 1 but
sell them at date 2 shift the risk if  turns out to be low to whoever buys the asset from them (who in turn
shift the risk to their lenders, who charge these losses to date-2 entrepreneurs). Hence, speculative bubbles
in which assets trade hands multiple times reduce the risk of default for lenders who ﬁnance asset purchases
early on. This is distinct from the result in the static model that more overvaluation will draw in fewer
agents to buy risky assets and thus lead to lower interest rates. That said, the growth rate of the bubble
is positively related to the probability the bubble bursts early, , while the risk premium is negatively to .
Rapid asset price growth will therefore be associated with only slightly lower premia.
Remark 4: A few remarks are in order about equilibria of type (c), in which only some traders who
bought assets at date 1 sell them at date 2. In this case, two distinct contracts will be oﬀered in equilibrium.
This is because if only one contract were oﬀered, the fact that a strict fraction of agents sell at date 2 implies
that those who bought at date 1 are indiﬀerent under this contract between holding and selling their assets.
14Hong and Sraer (2011) also examine whether equilibrium bubbles are likely to involve churning, although in a diﬀerent
model of bubbles. They focus on the role of the payoﬀ structure to the asset rather than the factors I consider.
17B u ti nt h a tc a s e ,l e n d e r sc o u l de a r np o s i t i v ep r o ﬁts by charging an inﬁnitesimally lower rate to induce
non-entrepreneurs to sell. The only possible equilibrium is one in which some borrowers are oﬀered a low
interest rate that corresponds to the rate in equilibria of type (d) in which all agents who buy assets at
date 1 sell them at date 2, and any remaining borrowers are oﬀered a higher rate that corresponds to the
rate in equilibria of type (b) in which all agents who buy assets at date 1 hold on to them at date 2.
Although borrowers prefer lower rates, they will be unable to convince lenders to oﬀer them such contracts,
and low-interest loans will be rationed. Formally, in equilibrium lenders who oﬀer a high rate must believe
that if they oﬀered the lower rate, there is some probability non-entrepreneurs who borrow from them
would hold on to their assets at date 2. Lenders will therefore ﬁnd it unproﬁtable to lend at the low rate.
These beliefs are sequentially rational, since the proof of Proposition 3 shows that at the lower interest rate,
non-entrepreneurs who buy assets at date 1 are indiﬀerent between holding and selling them at date 2.A
similar issue arises in the next section, where lenders oﬀer diﬀerent contracts to entrepreneurs and non-
entrepreneurs in equilibrium. This outcome is sustained by beliefs among lenders that non-entrepreneurs
might accept the contract aimed at entrepreneurs if only oﬀered that contract. ¥
To recap, this section shows that dynamic models of risk shifting can give rise to some of the distinguishing
features associated with historical episodes often branded as bubbles, e.g. booms and busts, speculative
behavior, and low borrowing rates. Moreover, since these features only arise in certain conditions, the model
yields testable implications that in principle could be used to gauge the plausibility of risk shifting models.
For example, asset prices can only appreciate at a rate commensurate with the perceived risk of the bubble
bursting. The collapse in asset prices must be linked to speciﬁce v e n t st h a ti m p l yt h ea s s e tc a nn ol o n g e rb e
used to proﬁt at the expense of lenders. Speculative behavior will only emerge when assets are signiﬁcantly
overvalued and when there is rapid price appreciation. Evidence against these predictions should call into
question the relevance of risk-shifting models for explaining boom-bust episodes.
4O p t i m a l C o n t r a c t s
Up to now, I have allowed creditors to oﬀer only certain types of contracts. In this section, I relax this
assumption and allow lenders to choose which contracts to oﬀer. This serves two purposes. First, it oﬀers
a robustness exercise: Can speculative bubbles still emerge when lenders can design contracts optimally?
Second, it reveals what types of contracting arrangements might emerge in these models when speculative
bubbles arise. To preview my results, I ﬁnd that endogenizing contracts makes it harder but not impossible
for bubbles to occur: Lenders have a strong incentive to design contracts so as to avoid funding agents who
plan to buy overvalued assets, but for some parameter values and some environments they will be unable
to avoid such agents altogether. In these cases, lenders will design contracts to minimize losses from such
agents, and the purchases of overvalued assets will tend to be ﬁnanced with certain types of contracts.
I analyze the contracting problem using the two-period model from the previous section. As in that
18section, I limit attention to the case where 1, 2,a n d satisfy (3) and (4), so that in equilibrium entre-
preneurs are better oﬀ producing and non-entrepreneurs can earn rents by buying risky assets. Analyzing
the choice of contracts requires me to be more explicit about what agents know than I have been so far.
In line with my focus on debt contracts, I consider a costly state veriﬁcation model as in Townsend (1979)
and Gale and Hellwig (1985) that can give rise to such contracts. That is, I assume lenders cannot observe
what borrowers do with their funds or anything about the assets they buy, but at the end of date 2,a f t e r
is paid out and output from production is realized, they can pay to learn what the agent did as well as their
cash holdings. Agents cannot consume their cash prior to the audit. The auditing cost is assumed to equal
af r a c t i o n ∈ (01) of the borrower’s cash holdings. I impose this speciﬁcation for analytical convenience,
but it can also be interpreted to mean that is easier to audit agents with fewer resources to hide.
One important diﬀerence from the traditional costly-state veriﬁcation model is that here borrowers diﬀer
ex-ante and not just ex-post after receiving funding. Lenders might therefore want to audit all borrowers
regardless of their report to deter non-entrepreneurs from borrowing in the ﬁrst place. This will not be
optimal if the fraction of non-entrepreneurs  is small and the audit cost  is large: Screening out non-
entrepreneurs requires auditing with certainty, so auditing costs per borrower will be , while the beneﬁt
of excluding non-entrepreneurs is proportional to .Ia s s u m e is small and  large in what follows.
Even when lenders opt not to audit, they might be able to identify entrepreneurs by designing the transfers
in their contracts strategically. As the model is speciﬁed, the only way agents who chose to produce can
prove themselves is if their cash holdings exceed the maximal cash holdings of agents who did not produce.
If that were the case, lenders could avoid non-entrepreneurs altogether by requiring borrowers to transfer a
large amount of resources at the end of date 2 that only an agent who produced could aﬀord. A borrower
who fails to do this would be audited and all of his cash holdings seized. The lender could then transfer
resources back to the borrower to attain any desired repayment rate. Lenders could thus avoid taking on
non-entrepreneurs, and consequently bubbles would not arise in the market for risky assets.
This way to screen out non-entrepreneurs only works under certain conditions. First, agents cannot
engage in “window-dressing” through hidden borrowing that allows them to make payments they could
not otherwise aﬀord. But even if window-dressing is impossible, as I henceforth assume, producers do not
always earn more cash than agents who chose not to produce. In particular, their cash holdings at the end
of date 2 equal . The most non-entrepreneurs who arrived at date  c a nh a v eb yt h ee n do fd a t e2 is
. If the latter exceeds , lenders will not be able to force producers to reveal themselves, and may
have to take on non-entrepreneurs if they wish to lend to entrepreneurs. Since I am interested in whether it
is possible for bubbles to arise under endogenous contracting, I restrict attention to values of 1 2,a n d
that imply 1 and 2 exceed  so as not to rule out bubbles ap r i o r i . This requires two restrictions.





1 − (1 − )
(9)
19Second, to ensure the price of the asset isn’t too high in either period, I limit the total number of non-
entrepreneurs by replacing (4) with
1 + 2  (1 − ) +  (10)
It is easy to verify that the second inequality in (9) together with (10) imply (4), so these restrictions deﬁne
a subset of the set deﬁned by (3) and (4).15 The next lemma conﬁrms these conditions ensure   .
Lemma 1:I f1, 2,a n d satisfy (9) and (10), then 1 and 2 in any equilibrium.
To describe the lender’s contracting problem, I rely on the revelation principle which holds that any
contract can be replicated with a direct mechanism in which borrowers report their private information
and these reports trigger transfers between the two parties and an audit strategy at the end of date 2.F o r
brevity, I only rigorously discuss the setup for a contract oﬀers to those who arrive at date 1. The contract
for an agent who arrives at date 2 can be readily inferred from my discussion. Figure 5 summarizes the
reports agents must make at each point in time depending on the reports they previously issued.
The ﬁrst report an agent must make occurs when he ﬁrst arrives at date 1. This report, denoted b 1,
reﬂects whether the agent is an entrepreneur (b 1 = ) or a non-entrepreneur (b 1 = ). The contract then
stipulates a transfer 1(b 1) from the creditor to the borrower. Since agents own no resources, 1(b 1) ≥ 0.
The next instance in which the agent has private information comes at the end of period 1.A tt h i sp o i n t ,
the agent must issue a second report b 2 on what he did with the funds he obtained. Given my parametric
assumptions above, individuals will have strict preferences on what to do with their funds, so I can assume
agents allocate funds to only one activity. I therefore force the agent to report that he either initiated
entrepreneurial activity (b 2 = ), bought assets (b 2 = ), or did nothing (b 2 = ∅). Since an agent cannot
truthfully report both b 1 =  and b 2 = , I assume an agent who reports b 1 =  can only report b 2 ∈ {∅}.
Let 2(b 1b 2) denote the transfer from the lender to the borrower at this stage. If the agent reports that he
used his funds, i.e. b 2 ∈ {}, he would have no resources to transfer if he were truthful, so 2(b 1b 2) ≥ 0.
If the agent reports he did nothing, the constraint becomes 1(b 1)+2(b 1b 2) ≥ 0.
The next instance in which the agent may have private information is at date 2, after the asset market
clears but before  and  are paid out. At this point, an agent who reported buying assets, i.e. b 2 = ,
must issue a report b 3 whether he sold his assets before  was revealed (b 3 = 2), sold them after learning
 is high (b 3 = ), sold them after learning  is low (b 3 =0 ), or held on to them (b 3 = ). An agent who
reported b 2 ∈ {∅} would have nothing to report if he were truthful, so without loss of generality I only
let him report b 3 = ∅.L e t3(b 1b 2b 3) denote the net transfer from the lender to the borrower.
15It is also easy to check that these restrictions allow for the case 1 + 2  which is necessary for a bubble to emerge.
20Finally, at the end of date 2, the agent must issue one last report b  related to his earnings. If the initial
transfer 1(b 1)  0, it will be convenient to set b  to earnings divided by 1(b 1).I f1(b 1)=0 , the agent
cannot do anything anyway, so I can restrict him to reporting b  =0 .W h e n1(b 1)  0, the report b  can
take on ﬁve possible values:  − 1, if the agent chose to produce; 21 − 1, if the agent bought and sold
assets before learning ; 1 − 1,i f =  and the agent held on to the assets or if  was revealed early;
0, if the agent did nothing; and −1,i f =0and the agent did not sell the asset before  was revealed.
I let the agent report any of these b  regardless of previous reports. In particular, I need to let an agent
who bought assets but pretended to produce come clean if he is unable to pay because  =0 . After these
reports, the contract speciﬁes a probability  (b 1b 2b 3 b ) of auditing the agent. I require monitoring to be
non-stochastic, i.e.   ∈ {01}. The reason is that stochastic monitoring raises distracting technical issues
which I remark on below. However, with suitable modiﬁcations to address these issues, my results carry
over to the case of stochastic audits as well. The contract then stipulates a net transfer  (b 1b 2b 3 b )
if there is no audit and a net transfer (b 1b 2b 3 b ) if there is an audit. Since the lender may want
back-and-forth payments after the last report to verify an agent’s type, in principle I should allow for one
additional transfer after   (·). Rather than introduce additional notation to capture such a transfer, I
simply point out this transfer in the one instance where it will be necessary.
Now that I’ve described contracts, I can proceed to characterize which contracts will be used in equilib-
rium. Since such contracts must be optimal for the lender, I begin with some observations about optimal
contracts. First, suppose a borrower announces he has no cash at the end of date 2, i.e.
1(b 1)+2(b 1b 2)+3(b 1b 2b 3)+b 1(b 1)=0 (11)
In this case, it will be optimal for the lender to audit the borrower. The reason is that auditing is costless
if the agent is telling the truth, and only serves to punish agents who pretend to have zero cash holdings.
Hence, there is no reason not to audit the agent and grab all of his cash if he is untruthful.16
Second, if agents cannot use hidden borrowing to make payments they cannot otherwise aﬀord, a lender
should use the size and timing of transfers to limit the misreports agents can make. In particular, he can
check whether an agent who reports doing nothing, i.e. b 2 = ∅, is truthful by asking him to transfer some
resources at the end of date 1. This would only be feasible if the true 2 = ∅. Subsequent transfers can then
be used to replicate any desired terminal payoﬀ for this type. Likewise, the lender can verify whether the
agent truly sold his assets early at a positive price, i.e. b 3 ∈ {2}, by asking him to transfer an amount
in excess of 1(b 1) at the beginning of date 2. Lastly, the lender can verify whether the agent earned 
per asset by requiring an agent who makes this report to transfer 1, either early or late in date 2.T h e
latter case is the one instance in which I need to allow an additional transfer after the agent reports b .
16Since auditing agents with zero cash holdings is costless, it is optimal to audit such a borrower with certainty, even if the
lender can monitor with any probability between 0 and 1. In particular, the argument for stochastic monitoring as a way to
reduce expected monitoring costs does not apply given the audit is costless when the agent is truthful.
21Third, it will be optimal for the lender to audit the agent and seize all of his cash if the agent is ever
inconsistent in his reports, e.g. announcing that he bought assets but then reporting b  =  − 1.S i n c e
1, auditing and punishing an agent is never costly for the lender, so there is no reason not to do so. This
implies that in equilibrium, an agent who reports he chose to produce, i.e. b 2 = , will have to pay some
amount if he reports his income is −1, and will be audited and left with no cash otherwise. Likewise, an
agent who reports he bought assets, i.e. b 2 = , will have to pay some amount that may depend on what
he says he did with the assets he bought, and will be audited and left with no cash otherwise.
We can use these observations to determine when the equilibrium contract will call for an audit. First,
without loss of generality, an agent who announces b  = −1 without contradicting past reports will be
audited. This is because we can always take the equilibrium contract and construct an equivalent contract
with 2(b 1b 2)=3(b 1b 2b 3)=0for reports consistent with a report of b  = −1, ensuring the agent will
have no cash at the end of date 2 if the true  = −1. This allows the lender to audit at no cost if the agent
is truthful while discouraging misreports. If we set  (·) t oe n s u r et h es a m et e r m i n a lp a y o ﬀ t oat r u t h f u l
agent as in the original contract, this contract will do at least as well as the original equilibrium contract.
Next, suppose the agent reports b  =0or b  = 1−1. Since the lender can directly verify these reports,
neither will be audited in equilibrium. The lender cannot verify b  = 21−1 in the same way, since an agent
w h os e l l sh i sa s s e t se a r l ya tp r i c e can pass himself as this type. Since lenders prefer non-entrepreneurs
sell their assets if  is not revealed, they may want to audit such reports to reward agents. For now, I take
no stand on whether this report will be audited, although below I show that in equilibrium it will not.
Finally, suppose the agent reports b  =  − 1, and suppose this report were audited. In that case, a
lender could always oﬀer the same contract without auditing agents who report b 2 =  and b  =  − 1.
To attract entrepreneurs, the lender could charge an agent who reports he produced slightly less than the
original contract, ensuring they would continue to prefer production. While others may now be able to pass
themselves oﬀ as entrepreneurs, if  is close to 0 and  is close to 1, the lender would save more on auditing
costs than lose in expected collections. Hence, auditing these reports could not have been an equilibrium.17
Given these audit rules, we can characterize equilibrium contracts as debt contracts. That is, an agent
who arrives at date 1 reports his type b 1 ∈ {}, receives 
 1
1 resources, and commits to a repayment
schedule. An agent who reports b 1 =  will be expected to produce, and so as noted above would be asked
17A similar argument can be used to show there can be no equilibrium where lenders audit self-reported producers with
positive probability, since the cost of a marginal increase in the audit probability exceeds the beneﬁt for small .T h ep r o b l e m
with allowing for stochastic monitoring is that when lenders can monitor with arbitrarily small probability, not auditing reports
of   =  − 1 is not an equilibrium either. The reason is that a lender could pick oﬀ entrepreneurs by auditing such reports
with a small probability, making these contracts less appealing to non-entrepreneurs. This reveals a non-existence problem
akin to the one in Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976). Various ways to deal with this non-existence have been proposed. One
example is to use a diﬀerent equilibrium concept, such as the one proposed by Wilson (1977) in which the equilibrium contract
cannot be improved upon only by contracts that remain proﬁtable when unproﬁtable contracts are withdrawn. Under this
deﬁnition, the equilibrium contract is the same as in the nonstochastic monitoring case. Mimra and Wambach (2011) provide
a game-theoretic foundation for Wilson equilibria, so one could appeal to their argument to support this equilibrium.
22t op a yb a c ks o m ea m o u n t(1 + 
1)
1 at the end of date 2 or else be audited. An agent who reports b 1 = 
will be expected not to produce. In that case, the amount he owes depends on when he pays. If he waits
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This description abstracts from any back-and-forth transfers prior to settlement. However, these transfers
only aﬀect constraints that these rates must satisfy to ensure agents report truthfully. That is, these transfer
do not deny that a contract can be summarized with a payment schedule, only that the schedule cannot
be arbitrary. An important observation is that since agents who report b 1 =  must at some point make
a transfer that an agent who produced cannot, either because of timing or size, we need not worry about
whether an agent who plans to produce will try to take the contract aimed at someone who reports b 1 = .
The relevant incentive constraints are on agents who do not produce and might try to pass themselves as
entrepreneurs, or to misreport when they sold assets or for how much. I apply this result repeatedly below.
By a similar argument, an agent who arrives at date 2 receives a simple debt contract depending on his
report b 1 ∈ {} that speciﬁes an initial transfer 
 1
2 and an amount he must repay at the end of period
2, but which might also reward him if he shows he did nothing with the funds he received.
The fact that lenders will not audit agents who report they chose to produce and pay lenders back implies
that non-entrepreneurs can ensure themselves positive expected proﬁts by pretending to be entrepreneurs
and keeping the assets they buy, since if  =  they can aﬀord any payment an entrepreneur can. Hence,
lenders who want to fund entrepreneurs must provide rents to non-entrepreneurs. However, this need not
imply that bubbles will arise. Recall that even when non-entrepreneurs buy risky assets, the price of the
asset will not exceed  if 1 + 2 is small. But the next proposition reveals a more striking result: Once
lenders can design contracts optimally, a bubble will not arise regardless of the number of non-entrepreneurs.
Proposition 4: When creditors are free to choose any contract {1 2 3   }, the equilibrium
price of the asset 1 = 2 = , i.e. bubbles will not emerge.
The explanation for this result is as follows. If there were a bubble, creditors would be better oﬀ paying
non-entrepreneurs not to speculate by setting 
∅
1  0 than letting non-entrepreneurs buy overvalued
assets.18 Intuitively, letting a non-entrepreneur buy an overvalued asset is a costly way for the creditor
to provide him with rents: When the asset is overvalued, the creditor ends up paying some resources to
whoever the non-entrepreneur buys the asset from beyond the rents he provides the non-entrepreneur.
18Alternatively, a lender could set 
1 =0and then transfer some positive amount of resources to the agent later on.
23While it is true that paying agents not to speculate can eliminate bubbles, in practice this is likely to be
a dubious proposal, since such payments could draw in people who have no intention to speculate if they
receive no payment. We can capture this in the model by introducing an additional group of agents who
own no resources but cannot participate in the asset market for some reason, e.g. high entry costs. By
assumption, these agents cannot buy risky assets to take advantage of lenders, and would never borrow at a
positive interest rate. But they would gladly accept a contract that gives them free resources. If this group
were large enough, paying non-entrepreneurs not to speculate would incur losses for creditors.
Formally, adding these agents imposes the following restriction on contracts: If the cumulative transfers
from the creditor to the borrower are positive, then the borrower must be left with zero cash holdings at
the end of the period, since otherwise agents with no intention to buy risky assets will accept the contract.
Since an agent with zero cash holdings will be audited in equilibrium, this restriction can be formalized as
follows. First, there can be no transfer of resources from the creditor to the agent without auditing, i.e.
1(b 1)+2(b 1b 2)+3(b 1b 2b 3)+ (b 1b 2b 3 b ) ≤ 0 (12)
Second, if there is a positive transfer of resources from the creditor to the agent with auditing, then the
terminal cash holdings of the agent must be 0, i.e.
1(b 1)+2(b 1b 2)+3(b 1b 2b 3)+(b 1b 2b 3)  0 (13)
implies
1(b 1)+2(b 1b 2)+3(b 1b 2b 3)+(b 1b 2b 3)+ · 1(b 1)=0 (14)
This restriction rules out paying agents not to speculate: In that case  =0 , and (13) would contradict
(14). Cumulative transfers can only be positive if the agent buys risky assets, holds them until  is revealed
or paid out, and  turns out to be 0. In that case, the agent in unable to pay the borrower. But certainly
lenders cannot oﬀer loans with negative interest rates. Similar restrictions apply to date-2 contracts.
Restriction (13) and (14) implies creditors who wish to fund entrepreneurs must take on non-entrepreneurs
and let them buy overvalued assets. The remainder of this section analyzes equilibrium for this case.
Since (9) ensures entrepreneurs always choose to produce in equilibrium, they will be fully funded, i.e.

1 = 
2 =1 . Otherwise, suppose a lender scaled up 
 and 
 proportionally but charged entrepreneurs
who produce slightly more than under the original contract, a small enough increase that they would still
prefer this new contract. Since entrepreneurs who produce cannot pass themselves oﬀ as non-entrepreneurs,
they will choose the contract designed for them. Non-entrepreneurs will prefer the contract oﬀered to them
given that under the original equilibrium they preferred the contract oﬀered them when entrepreneurs were
charged a lower rate. Since scaling up both loans and leaving interest rates ﬁxed would leave proﬁts at zero,
charging entrepreneurs higher rates ensures positive proﬁts. Hence, 
  1 cannot be an equilibrium.
The only remaining terms of the contracts oﬀered to entrepreneurs are the rates 
1 and 
2 due at the end
of period 2. Since lenders earn zero expected proﬁts in equilibrium, the amount collected from entrepreneurs
24must equal the expected losses on non-entrepreneurs. This, in turn, depends on the terms oﬀered to non-
entrepreneurs. To solve for these, I begin with a preliminary result. Let (1b 1) denote the expected
utility to an agent of type 1 who announces his type as b 1 and then behaves optimally. My next lemma
shows that in equilibrium, a non-entrepreneur will be indiﬀerent about what type he announces:
Lemma 2: In equilibrium,  ()= ()
Lemma 2 implies that the equilibrium contract oﬀered to non-entrepreneurs solves the problem of max-
imizing the expected revenue from non-entrepreneurs while leaving the non-entrepreneur with the same
utility as if he reported b 1 = . For suppose the equilibrium contract did not solve this problem, i.e. there
exists a contract 0 with identical terms to entrepreneurs and which leaves non-entrepreneurs with the same
utility  () but collects more revenue from them. Suppose the lender oﬀered a contract 00 equivalent to
0 but which charged non-entrepreneurs slightly less so that their utility under 00 was higher than  ().
This allows the lender to also charge entrepreneurs slightly less than under the original equilibrium contract
without inducing non-entrepreneurs to report b 1 = . Since the original contract earned zero proﬁts, 0
would generate positive proﬁts if it attracted both types given it collects more from non-entrepreneurs but
the same amount from entrepreneurs. Since the proﬁts from 00 can be made arbitrarily close to the proﬁts
from 0 when it attracts both types, it follows that the original contract could not have been an equilibrium.
Essentially, the creditor would like to grab as much resources from non-entrepreneurs to make his contract
as attractive as possible to entrepreneurs.19
Applying this insight, the contract for agents who show up at date 2 amounts to a loan size 
2 and a
repayment rate 
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Constraint (i) corresponds to the requirement that 2 ()=2 (). Constraint (ii) ensures that entre-
preneurs prefer to produce than accept the contract intended for non-entrepreneurs and buy risky assets. It
will be automatically satisﬁed given the second inequality in (9) which implies  is large enough to induce
entrepreneurs to produce. As discussed above, we do not need to worry about entrepreneurs pretending
to be non-entrepreneurs to get a low interest rate but then producing, since transfers can be designed to
19Contracts that earn zero proﬁts and feature such cross-subsidization are sometimes known as Wilson-Miyazaki-Spence
contracts, following Wilson (1977), Miyazaki (1977) and Spence (1978). As I discuss in footnote 17 above, these contracts
arise in my framework for related reasons to these papers, namely that my assumptions preclude certain types of contracts
that would break these equilibria. However, these papers appeal to a diﬀerent notion of equlibrium to rule out such contracts,
while here they are ruled out by other aspects of the economic environment that restrict what contracts lenders can oﬀer.
25detect such misreporting. Constraint (iii) follows from the requirement that rates cannot be negative given
(13) and (14). Solving this maximization problem reveals the following:





−2  1 and 






2 − (1 − )) = 0
To understand this result, observe that lenders would always want to lend less to non-entrepreneurs, but
they need to charge a lower rate on such loans to ensure non-entrepreneurs choose these contracts which may
not make them so proﬁtable. When non-entrepreneurs earn relatively smaller proﬁts, lenders do not need to
lower rates too much to attract non-entrepreneurs to smaller loans. In particular, if the asset is overvalued,
lenders will ﬁnd it optimal to oﬀer non-entrepreneurs the smallest loans they can, which are bounded by
the fact that interest rates cannot be negative. This reveals a distinct reason for why speculative bubbles
might be associated with low premia for borrowing: In order to steer agents who intend to buy risky assets
towards contracts that incur smaller losses for lenders, these loans must carry low rates. This is diﬀerent
from the explanations presented in the previous two sections, in which lower premia were due to the fact
that speculation and overvaluation made loans less risky and so allowed lenders to charge lower premia.
Remark 5: The fact that lenders do not need to worry about entrepreneurs shifting into smaller low-
interest loans to ﬁnance production plays an important role behind Proposition 5. If entrepreneurs who
produce could pass themselves oﬀ as non-entrepreneurs, e.g. by using hidden borrowing to meet any transfer,
we would need to add a constraint to (15) to insure the entrepreneur does not prefer the smaller loan:
 − (1 + 
2) ≥ ( − (1 + 
2))
2
Adding this constraint implies the equilibrium contract will depend how 2 compares to .I n t u i t i v e l y ,
the optimal contract depends on which type earns more per each dollar invested, an agent who produced
or an agent who bought risky assets. If 2  , an agent who chose to produce values increasing his
loan more, and will not be attracted to a contract where the interest rate reduction was tailored to keep an
agent intent on buying risky assets interested in a smaller contract.20 If 2  , an agent who bought
risky assets values increasing the scale of his loan more. In that case, in equilibrium both types will be






1 − (1 − )
. Hence, there are conditions that
lead to a pooling equilibrium in which both types receive the same contract as I assumed so far, namely
when lenders cannot pay agents not to buy overvalued assets and when borrowers can engage in hidden
borrowing so that lenders cannot use the size and timing of transfers to restrict borrowers. ¥
20Although earlier I imposed parameter restrictions that would ensure 2  , this was because I assumed agents could
not engage in hidden borrowing, allowing the lender to detect agents who did not produce. Once agents can engage in hidden
borrowing, lenders can no longer screen borrowers this way and bubbles can occur even if 2  .
26Finally, I turn to the contracts oﬀered in period 1. A few observations allow me to simplify the char-
acterization of these contracts. As in Section 3, in equilibrium lenders must believe the non-entrepreneurs
they lend to will either hold or sell their assets at date 2 with certainty if  is not revealed. For lenders who




1 } in which the agent receives 







at the end of date 2 or else be audited and be stripped of his cash holdings. To see this, denote the original
loan amount by b 
1. Since rates must be nonnegative, agents will prefer buying assets to doing nothing,







Construct a new contract {
1
late
1 } where 
1 = b 
1 and 
late
1 = b 

1 +( 1− )b 
late
1  If the borrower
holds on to his assets, he will only repay if  = . Under the original contract, he would have expected to
pay b 

1 +(1− )b 
late
1 with probability . The same is true for the new contract. If the agent prefers to
sell his assets under the new contract if  is not revealed, the original contract could not have been optimal,
since the new contract recoups the same expected amount but with a larger probability. Since all agents
are indiﬀerent between the new contract and the original equilibrium contract, and the trading strategy of
non-entrepreneurs is unchanged, the contract {
1
late
1 } is equivalent to the original equilibrium contract.
Next, consider a borrower who intends to sell his assets. Here the equilibrium contract can be represented
using a simple short-term debt contract {
1
early
1 } in which the agent receives 
1 upon arrival and is







at the beginning of date 2 or else be audited and be stripped of all of his
cash holdings. To see this, denote the terms of the equilibrium contract by b 







Construct a new contract {
1
early
1 } where 











1  If the
borrower intends to sell his assets, this contract would ensure the same expected repayment. But a borrower




1 } is equivalent to the original contract, since all agents are indiﬀerent between this and
the original equilibrium contract and it has no eﬀect on the trading strategy of non-entrepreneurs.
We can therefore derive the terms for non-entrepreneurs using a problem analogous to (15) in which the
contract involves a loan size 




1 depending on what the
lender believes the borrower will do with the asset at date 2. Solving these reveals the following:
Proposition 6: Non-entrepreneurs who arrive at period 1 will receive the following contracts:
1. Non-entrepreneurs who intend to keep their assets will receive a long-term contract with 
1  1 and

late
1 =0in any equilibrium where 1   .I f1 = ,t h ev a l u eo f
1 is not uniquely determined,





1 is an equilibrium.
2. Non-entrepreneurs who intend to sell their assets will receive a short-term contract with 
1  1 and

early
1 =0in any equilibrium where 1   +( 1− )2.I f1 =  +( 1− )2,t h ev a l u eo f
1





1 is an equilibrium.
27Date-1 contracts thus resemble date-2 contracts: When the proﬁts non-entrepreneurs earn are not too
large, i.e. when 1 is suﬃciently high, lenders will ﬁnd it proﬁtable to oﬀer small loans despite having to
charge lower rates. The main diﬀerence with contracts at date 2 is that there is now another dimension
that lenders can exploit, namely the maturity of the loan. Requiring lenders to repay early forces them to
sell the asset, which the lender prefers if  remains uncertain so the asset remains overvalued.
Remark 6: This reason the contract oﬀered to non-entrepreneurs can be represented as a short-term
loan is that they can always sell their assets at the beginning of date 2, even if the bubble bursts. More
generally, agents may ﬁnd it diﬃcult to sell the asset early. For example, if the bubble bursts not because 
is revealed but, as suggested in the previous section, because the number of traders at the beginning of date
2 turns out be be low, in equilibrium agents may have to wait until the end of date 2 to sell. In this case, the
equilibrium contract will correspond to a backloaded contract that rewards the borrower for paying early
without necessarily penalizing him too severely for paying late. ¥
As in Section 3, there can be equilibria in which non-entrepreneurs all sell their assets, all hold on to their
assets, or some hold and some sell if  remains uncertain at the beginning of date 2. In the mixed case, both
contracts will be oﬀered. At ﬁrst, this might seem surprising, since lenders would like non-entrepreneurs
to sell their assets, and can ensure they do so by oﬀering a short maturity contract. The reason the two
contracts can co-exist is that from Lemma 2, we know that in equilibrium non-entrepreneurs are indiﬀerent
between taking the contract oﬀered to them and the one oﬀered to entrepreneurs, where the latter is by
necessity a long-term contract. Hence, lenders cannot be sure that if they oﬀered a short-term contract it
will be accepted by any non-entrepreneurs they lend to, incurring expected losses for lenders. In line with
Remark 4, in equilibrium lenders who oﬀer long-term contracts must believe there is some probability that if
they oﬀered a diﬀerent contract, non-entrepreneurs will switch to the contract geared to entrepreneurs. The
same reasoning also explains why lenders do not simply oﬀer the contract only oﬀer the contract {
1
1}
and lend to entrepreneurs only: They cannot be sure non-entrepreneurs won’t also accept these contracts.
To recap, allowing lenders to design contracts makes it more diﬃcult, but not impossible, for bubbles to
arise. This is because lenders will try to avoid entering into ﬁnancial arrangements with agents who intend to
buy overvalued assets, and even if these arrangements are unavoidable, they would try to dissuade borrowers
from using the funds they receive to buy overvalued assets. To the extent that agents can use contracts to
achieve this, endogenous contracting can prevent bubbles. However, if agents who buy overvalued assets
can pass themselves oﬀ a st y p e st ow h o mi ti sp r o ﬁtable to lend, and if lenders cannot just pay agents not
to speculate, bubbles will emerge.21 In these cases, lenders would want to oﬀer contracts that minimize the
losses they incur from speculators. Speciﬁcally, the contracts that emerge involve lower rates on smaller
loans with possibly backloaded payments. Barlevy and Fisher (2010) build on this last observation and
show that in a risk-shifting model adapted to the housing market there is a similar tendency for speculative
21Equally important is my assumption that transfers cannot be contingent on , or else a lender could concentrate payments
in states where speculation would be proﬁtable, elminating the incentive to buy risky assets without aﬀecting entrepreneurs.
28bubbles to be associated with contracts that encourage early repayment, and ﬁnd that such contracts were
indeed used heavily in cities with house price booms but sparingly elsewhere. But the same observation
may explain why empirically lenders lend at low premia to the very people most active in speculation.
5C o n c l u s i o n
The distinguishing feature of equity and housing markets over the past decade has been the rapid run-up in
the prices of these assets followed by an equally sharp collapse in these prices. While various pundits have
readily taken to referring to these episodes as bubbles, to economists who reserve the term “bubble” to mean
a deviation between the price of an asset and its underlying value it should be much less obvious whether
this notion is appropriate for characterizing these episodes. In particular, the alternative explanation for
why asset prices are so volatile is that the underlying fundamentals are themselves highly volatile. This is
particularly true in models where diﬀerent agents value the same asset diﬀerently for whatever reason. In
that case, if the price of the asset was equal to the value that the marginal trader assigns to the asset, shocks
that change the identity of the marginal trader can result in especially violent swings in asset prices, a theme
explored in recent work by Geanakopolos (2009), Burnside, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (2011), and Albagli,
Hellwig, and Tsyvinski (2011). Thus, one could potentially understand these episodes without having to
appeal to the notion that asset prices are unhinged from the underlying valuation that some agent attaches
to them. Yet the question of whether asset prices reﬂect fundamentals or not is important. If asset prices
fail to reﬂect their underlying value, they signal to potential producers of the asset to produce a diﬀerent
amount of these assets than is socially optimal, i.e. than the value of providing the marginal trader with
another asset. In that case, there may be a role for policy intervention that would not have a parallel when
asset prices reﬂect volatile fundamentals. It is therefore important to gauge whether episodes often branded
are bubbles correspond to theoretical models of bubbles as economists deﬁne them.
This paper contributes to this question by exploring whether a model in which asset prices deviate from
fundamentals can capture the key features of boom-bust episodes in asset markets. I show that a model in
which the deviation between asset prices and fundamentals is due to risk-shifting concerns can generate some
of the key aspects of these episodes — booms and busts, high turnover in asset positions, and low premia
charged to those who borrow in order to purchase assets. Moreover, this model is potentially falsiﬁable:
These phenomena do not arise in general, but only under certain conditions. The model also implies that
t ot h ee x t e n tt h a tab o o m - b u s tp a t t e r nr e ﬂects a speculative bubble, agents who borrow to speculate would
be oﬀered certain types of contracts. These results suggest theoretical models where prices deviate from
fundamentals may have some potential relevance for understanding the various historical episodes casually
described as bubbles, and oﬀer preliminary insights that may be applied to further explore the potential
importance of these models even when we cannot estimate the fundamental value of an asset and directly
infer whether an asset is overvalued.
29Appendix
Lemma A1: In any equilibrium,  ≥ .
Proof:S u p p o s e   . None of the original owners would agree to sell assets. Thus, demand for
assets must be zero to achieve equilibrium, so the expected utility to a non-entrepreneur must be zero in









This implies a non-entrepreneur could earn positive proﬁts, and since he earns zero in equilibrium, he would






− (1 − )=
If entrepreneurs also chose this contract, the expected proﬁts to the lender would be  if the entrepreneur






− 1  0 if he chose to produce. Thus, even if the contract attracted
entrepreneurs, it would ensure positive expected proﬁts to the lender. Since no lender can expect to earn
positive expected proﬁts in equilibrium, it follows that  cannot be an equilibrium.
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n1 : The proof mostly involves tediously verifying that the prices in the statement
of the proposition are the only possible equilibrium outcomes at various values of  and .
I begin by showing that there exists a cutoﬀ ∗ () such that the only possible equilibrium when 
∗ () is one where  =  and  ≥ 1 − 1.A saﬁrst step, I argue that there exists a cutoﬀ ∗ () such
that if  ∗ (), there cannot be an equilibrium in which (1 + ) .
Suppose there was such an equilibrium. Then a borrower could earn strictly positive expected proﬁts by
buying assets and defaulting if  =0 , since they would earn strictly positive proﬁts if  = . The expected
returns to lending to an agent who buys an asset would be negative as a result. In particular, expected
proﬁts would be (1 + ) − 1.B u t(1 + )   by assumption, and  ≤ 1 from lemma 2. Hence,
(1 + ) − 1  0.
Since lenders must make zero expected proﬁts in equilibrium, and since non-entrepreneurs strictly prefer
to borrow and buy assets if (1 + ) , then this outcome can only be an equilibrium if at least some
entrepreneurs also borrow but then use the employ they borrow to produce. Given he could earn positive




+( 1− )(1+) (16)
30The expected proﬁts to a lender if all entrepreneurs opt to produce while all non-entrepreneurs opt to buy
risky assets are given by
(1 − ) + [(1 + ) − 1] (17)
Here I use the fact that with a vanishing cost of default, entrepreneurs will only opt to produce if  ≥ 1+,
so the lender can collect  from entrepreneurs. Note that the expected proﬁts of the lender are at most
(17). This is because with (1 + ) , all non-entrepreneurs would buy the assets, and so the fraction of
borrowers who engage in production is at most 1 −.G i v e n(1 + ) − 1  0 while 0, expected proﬁts




1 − (1 − )
(18)
The rate  = ∗ ensures that if a lender recovers  from non-entrepreneurs when  =  and  from
each entrepreneur he lends to, he would exactly break even. It follows that in any equilibrium where
(1 + ) ,w em u s th a v e ≥ ∗ for lenders to be able to earn zero proﬁt s .T h i si m p l i e st h a tw h a t e v e r










1 − (1 − )
(19)
If both conditions are met, lenders will not be able to charge enough and still induce entrepreneurs to
produce. The last step of the argument is to use this observation to arrive at a cutoﬀ ∗ () by con-
sidering possible equilibrium prices  for diﬀerent values of . In particular, the demand for assets by
non-entrepreneurs when (1 + )is equal to . Assuming entrepreneurs all employ their resources
in production provides a lower bound on the price that can prevail in equilibrium as a function of . Sub-
stituting in this lower bound provides an expression ∗ () such that if  ∗ (),t h e n will necessarily
be lower than (19), and hence that there can be no equilibrium where (1 + ) .
Case (i):  ≤ . In this case, the lowest possible price that can prevail in equilibrium is  = .
Indeed, this would necessarily be the price if all entrepreneurs chose to produce rather than buy assets,
since then demand for the asset is less than 1 and so some original owners would have to hold on to their
assets. Thus, to ensure there cannot be an equilibrium in which no entrepreneur is willing to produce, we
need to ensure  is lower than the value of the bound in (19) when  = , i.e.
∗ ()=1+
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
(20)
Case (ii):    ≤ (1 − (1 − )). In this case, the lowest possible price than can prevail in
equilibrium is  = . Again, this would necessarily be the price if all entrepreneurs chose to produce
rather than buy assets. In that case, all non-entrepreneurs would buy assets given (1 + ) ,b u tt h e i r
31demand would exceed supply if and would fall short of supply if  . To ensure there cannot be
an equilibrium in which no entrepreneur is willing to produce, we need to ensure  is lower than the value






1 − (1 − )
(21)
Case (iii): (1 − (1 − )).I nt h i sc a s e ,i f(1 + ) , the same argument as in case (ii) would
imply that the lowest price that can prevail is  = . However, substituting this in yields a lower bound
that is strictly less than 1+∗ Since entrepreneurs can earn positive expected proﬁts when (1 + )




1 − (1 − )
(22)
Summarizing, if  ∗ () as given by (20), (21), and (22), we are assured of obtaining a contradiction
if we assume (1 + ) . Thus, for such values of , the only candidate equilibrium is one where
(1 + ) ≥ . I next argue that this implies  = . For suppose not, i.e.   . In this case, expected










− 1  0
Since  ∗ (), entrepreneurs would not choose to produce if  ≥ ∗.B u ti f ∗,e x p e c t e dp r o ﬁts to
lenders would be negative, which cannot be an equilibrium. The only candidate equilibrium that remains is
thus  = . It is easy to check that any combination of  =  and (1 + ) ≥  is indeed an equilibrium.
If (1 + ) = , agents are indiﬀerent about trading assets. If instead (1 + ) , then no agent will
borrow in equilibrium given there is a vanishingly small cost of default and assets will never trade.
Next, I turn to the case where  ∗ (). Here, the analysis is explicitly conditional on the value of .
Case (i):   .I ﬁrst argue that there cannot be an equilibrium in which   . For suppose
there was such an equilibrium. At this price, all original owners would choose to sell their assets. But
given   , there are not enough non-entrepreneurs to buy up all these assets. Hence, at least some
entrepreneurs must purchase assets for this to be an equilibrium. At the same time, if   ,t h e ns o m e
entrepreneurs would have to choose to produce in equilibrium. Otherwise, lenders would earn an expected













− (1 − ) ≤ 0
Since some agents would have to borrow to buy up assets, lenders would need to earn positive proﬁts on some
agents to ensure expected proﬁts are zero as required in equilibrium. Hence, the payoﬀ to entrepreneurs











=m a x(  − (1 + )0) (23)
Next, I argue the payoﬀs can only be equal if  ∗. For suppose  ≤ ∗. Recall that for   ,t h ec u t o ﬀ
∗ ()=1+∗  1+∗, implying −(1 + )  0, so the right-hand side of (23) is equal to −(1 + ).






It therefore follows that










which contradicts (23). Hence,  ∗.
I now consider two cases for .F i r s t ,s u p p o s e  (1 + ∗). In this case, I argue that since the
equilibrium  exceeds ∗, a lender could earn positive expected proﬁts. In particular, suppose the lender
oﬀered to lend one unit of resources at a rate ∗. Since this is less than the equilibrium rate , any agent
who can earn positive proﬁts at this rate would strictly prefer this contract to the equilibrium contract.
Since  ∗ (), the lender could collect 1+∗ on any entrepreneur who chooses to produce. Moreover,
since  ∗ ()  1+∗ and since  ∗ () 


+( 1− )(1+), all entrepreneurs would prefer to
produce. Non-entrepreneurs would chose to buy assets, since (1 + ∗) . But the lender can recover ∗
from them if  = . Hence, expected proﬁts to the lender are given by
(1 − )∗ + [(1 + ∗) − 1]
which is 0 by construction. However, since both entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs strictly prefer this
contract, a lender could earn strictly positive proﬁts by charging a little above ∗. Hence, there cannot exist
an equilibrium with  in this range.
Next, suppose  ≥ (1 + ∗). Since we argued  ∗, it follows that (1 + )(1 + ∗) ≥ .B u t
since we are considering the limiting case where the cost of default  → 0, non-entrepreneurs will not borrow
to buy assets, since they know they will default with certainty. In that case, lenders can earn a strictly
positive proﬁt by charging just slightly above ∗: non-entrepreneurs would not borrow since they would
then default with certainty, while entrepreneurs would strictly to borrow from this lender and to use the
funds for production. Hence, these prices cannot be equilibrium prices either.
The only remaining candidate equilibrium then is  = . It is easy to conﬁrm that there is an equilibrium
where  =  and  = ∗.A tl o w e rv a l u e so f, lenders earn negative proﬁts. At higher values of ,l e n d e r s
could earn a positive expected proﬁt by charging a lower rate.
33Case (ii)     (1 − (1 − )). A similar argument as in Case (i) can be used to establish that
there cannot be an equilibrium in which  . I next need to argue that there cannot be equilibria in
which  ≤  . Such an equilibrium would require that not at least some non-entrepreneurs prefer not







Given (1 − (1 − )), this implies
1+
1
1 − (1 − )
=1+∗
But by the same argument as in Case (i), we know that a lender who charges a rate between ∗ and  can
earn strictly positive proﬁts: Since (1 + ∗) , all non-entrepreneurs would choose to buy the asset if
 was suﬃciently close to ∗, and since  ∗ (), all entrepreneurs would choose to produce. Expected
proﬁts to the lender would then be positive. Hence, this cannot be an equilibrium. The only candidate
equilibrium is thus  = . It is easy to conﬁrm that there is an equilibrium where  =  and  = ∗,a n d
that no other  can be an equilibrium.
Case (iii) (1 − (1 − )).Iﬁrst argue that (1 + ) ≥ . For suppose not, i.e. (1 + ) .
This would imply all non-entrepreneurs would want to buy the asset. Since demand cannot exceed the total
a v a i l a b l es t o c ko ft h ea s s e t ,i tm u s tb et h ec a s et h a t ≥ ,i m p l y i n g(1 − (1 − )). Since lenders
cannot charge  ∗ and earn positive expected proﬁts when all non-entrepreneurs choose to buy assets,
then in equilibrium  ≥ ∗.B u tt h e n(1 + ) , a contradiction. Hence, in any equilibrium, we must
have (1 + ) ≥  and non-entrepreneurs must earn zero expected proﬁts.
Next, I argue that   . For suppose  = .T h e n1+ ≥  =1   ∗.B u tw ek n o wt h a ta
lender can guarantee himself positive expected proﬁts by charging an interest rate a little above ∗.S i n c e
  , all original owners will prefer to sell the asset, so some potential buyers have to buy the asset. Since
we know they will not buy the asset if they expect to default with certainty, it follows that (1 + ) = .
Next, I argue  ≤ ∗. For suppose  ∗.I fal e n d e rw e r et os e t just above ∗, entrepreneurs would
strictly prefer to buy assets. Even if all non-entrepreneurs choose to buy assets, proﬁts will be positive.
Since  ∗ ()=1+∗, it follows that entrepreneurs can earn strictly positive proﬁts from producing.
Since expected proﬁts from buying assets are zero, all entrepreneurs will produce in equilibrium.








 + ∗ (24)




1 − (1 − )
∗
34Since  =( 1+),w eh a v e =( 1− (1 − )
∗).S i n c eIa r g u e da b o v et h a t  , we know all original
owners sell the asset. Since only non-entrepreneurs buy the asset, equilibrium requires  = ∗. Substituting
in  =( 1− (1 − )
∗) in for ∗ in (24) yields the quadratic equation

∗ =






 +( 1− (1 − )
∗)
At  =( 1− (1 − )), this equation collapses to 
∗ = .F o r(1 − (1 − )), there are two roots.
Diﬀerentiating the formula for quadratic roots reveals that one root must be below  and one above .T h e
latter root cannot correspond to an equilibrium, since it would imply more agents buy assets than there are
entrepreneurs. Hence, the equilibrium corresponds to the unique root whose value lies below .T h i sr o o t
is monotonically decreasing in , and its limit as  →∞is zero. Hence, lim→∞ ()=( 0). ¥
Proof of Proposition 2: For the case where 1+
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
and both 1 and 2 are less than
(1 − (1 − )), we can appeal to Proposition 3 for the case of  =0 .C o n ﬁrming the equilibrium when
either 1 or 2 exceed (1 − (1 − )),w h e n is between 1+
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
and ∗ (1 + 2),a n dw h e n
 ∗ (1 + 2) rely on similar arguments to those in the proof of Proposition 1. ¥
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n3 :I ﬁrst argue that the restrictions (3) and (4) ensure that in equilibrium,
entrepreneurs will produce in both periods and that non-entrepreneurs in period 1 buy risky assets. I then
use these observations to set up and solve for the equilibrium for all (1 2) in the set
N ≡
©
(1 2) ∈ R2
++ : 1 + 2  (1 − (1 − ))
ª
(25)
Note that if  is revealed before agents trade the asset at date 2, the asset will not trade at any price other
than . Hence, in the asset market, there are two prices that need to be solved — the price of assets in date
1,d e n o t e d1,a n dt h ep r i c eo ft h ea s s e ti nd a t e2 if  is not already revealed, denoted 2.
First, I note that lemma A1 extends to the two period model, i.e. 1 ≥  and 2 ≥ .






. It will suﬃce to show that 1 ≥ (1 − )2 +  in














Suppose to the contrary that 1  (1 − )2 + . In that case, all original owners would prefer to wait
a n ds e l li np e r i o d2 than to sell in period 1. For the asset market to clear in period 1, no agent must
want to buy assets at this date. I now use this to generate a contradiction. Since 1 ≥ , the inequality
1  (1 − )2 +  implies (1 − )2 +    and so 2   .T h e f a c t t h a t 2  implies all
original owners would wish to sell their assets at date 2 if  were not revealed. Market clearing then requires
that agents who arrive at date 2 be willing to buy assets at this date, so (1 + 2)2 ≤ . In addition, we
35have 2 =( 1− )2 + 2  (1 − )2 +   1,s o2  1.S i n c e(1 + 1)1 ≥  to ensure no agent








where the middle inequality uses the fact that 2  1.N o w ,s i n c ed a t e2 is equivalent to the static model
given none of the original owners sold at date 1, and since we assume 1+
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
≥ ∗ () and
2 ≤ 1 + 2  (1 − (1 − )), it follows that 1+2 ≥ 1+∗ where
∗ ≡
(1 − )
1 − (1 − )
since charging less than ∗ would yield lenders negative expected proﬁts to the lender. Since 1  2,
it follows that 1  ∗. But now we can obtain a contradiction. If a lender at date 1 were to oﬀer an
interest rate 1 just above ∗, he could earn strictly positive expected proﬁts: All agents would borrow,
entrepreneurs to produce and non-entrepreneurs to buy assets. From the static model, expected proﬁts to
the lender would be positive if 1 exceeded ∗ and non-entrepreneurs held on to their assets to maturity.
The fact that agents might sell their assets at date 2 must only make expected proﬁts to the lender weakly
higher, since we are considering the limiting case where  → 0 so that agents only sell their assets if they
can pay back their debt. Hence, 1  (1 − )2 + . could not have occurred in equilibrium.
I now use the bound on 21 above to argue that if 1+∗, entrepreneurs in both periods will prefer
to initiate production than to buy risky assets when they are charged an interest rate 1 ≤ ∗.F o rd a t e2,
this follows from the analysis of the static model. In particular, we have
1+
1 − 
1 − (1 − )





Recall that in the proof of Proposition 1, I argued that this condition implies an entrepreneur prefers
investing to buying the assets and holding them until the end of the period. Hence, entrepreneurs in period
2 prefer to produce if charged no more than ∗.A s f o r d a t e 1, the expected proﬁts from production are















− (1 + 1)
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− (1 + 1)
¶
, the choice is equivalent to the static model and we know




− (1 + 1)
¶
,t h e nt h e
entrepreneur will prefer to produce if





























,s ot h a tas u ﬃcient condition for (26) is
1+ (1 + 1)
But if 1+(1+∗), it will also exceed 1+ (1 + ∗) for  ∈ (01) and ∗ positive. Hence, entrepreneurs
will also prefer to produce than buy assets and selling them at date 2 if  remains uncertain.
Lastly, I argue that equilibrium interest rates are at most ∗ in both periods. In period 2,i fl e n d e r s
charge above ∗, a lender could charge an interest rate just above ∗ and guarantee himself positive proﬁts
by attracting both entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs, just as in the static model. At date 1,i fl e n d e r s
charged more than ∗, a lender could once again make positive expected proﬁts charging just above ∗ and
attracting both types. This contract would yield them a proﬁt if non-entrepreneurs held on to their assets
at date 2, and even higher proﬁts if non-entrepreneurs sold their assets at date 2. This is because in the
limiting case where  → 0, agents will not sell their assets unless they can repay their debt in full, so lenders
recover the full debt obligation if agents sell the asset. Combined with the results above, it follows that
entrepreneurs will engage in production in equilibrium.
Next, I argue that in equilibrium, all non-entrepreneurs will buy assets in period 1. If some non-
entrepreneurs chose not to buy assets at date 1,i tm u s tb eb e c a u s e(1 + 1)1 ≥ . But since I just
showed that  ≤ ∗ in equilibrium, it follows that 1 ≥ (1 + ∗) =( 1+( 1− )).S i n c e 1 + 2 
(1 + (1 − )), at this value for 1 we have 11  1 and so not all original owners can sell their assets
at date 1.S i n c e 1 ≥ (1 + (1 − ))  , these owners must prefer to sell their assets than holding
them to maturity. Hence, those who didn’t sell in period 1 must sell them in period 2 if  is not revealed
beforehand. Since original owners must be indiﬀerent between selling at date 1 and waiting until date 2,i t
follows that 1 =( 1− )2 + .S i n c e1   , this implies 2  1 ≥ (1 + (1 − )). Total demand






,i st h u sl e s st h a n1, implying some original owners must never
sell their asset. But holding on to assets is dominated given 1 and 2 exceed . It follows that all non
entrepreneurs buy assets in period 1,a n ds o11 assets will trade hands.
Armed with these results, I can move to analyze what happens in periods 2.I f  is revealed at the
beginning of the period, non-entrepreneurs no longer have an opportunity to earn information rents. The
value of the asset will then trade at its true value , and entrepreneurs can secure funds at zero interest to
initiate production. If  instead remains uncertain, non-entrepreneurs who arrive at date 2 could potentially
earn information rents by buying the asset. They would have to buy these assets from either the original
owners, who value the assets at , or non-entrepreneurs who bought the assets at date 1 and who value
the assets at  +( 1− )(1+1)1. Hence, four types of equilibria are possible in this state of the world:
(a) at least some of the original owners hold on to them until maturity; (b) all original owners who own
37assets at date 2 sell them, but none of those who bought them back in period 1 sell them; (c) all original
owners prefer to sell at date 2 and some but not all of those who bought the asset back in period 1 are are
willing to sell; and (d) all those who own the asset at date 2 sell it. Each of these cases yield a system of
e q u a t i o n st h a tp i n sd o w n1 and 2.
Before laying out these equations and solving for the equilibrium values of 1 and 2,Id e r i v es o m e
preliminary results for case (c) in which only some of those who buy assets in period 1 sell them in period
2, and which involves some important subtleties. I ﬁrst argue that traders who buy the risky asset at
date 1 must not randomize on whether to sell these assets at date 2. For suppose traders did randomize.





− (1 + 1)
¶
and selling for an expected proﬁto f
2
1
− (1 + 1).S u p p o s eal e n d e ri np e r i o d1 were to
oﬀer a slightly lower interest rate than 1 to the same trader. Since the trader was just indiﬀerent about
selling the asset at 1, he would strictly prefer to sell at a lower rate. But this would allow the lender to earn
higher proﬁts, since the loss in interest rate can be inﬁnitesimally small while the probability of recovering
nearly 1+1 jumps up discretely. It follows that in equilibrium there can only be two types of traders at
date 1: Those who will deﬁnitely sell the asset at date 2 and those who will deﬁnitely hold on to it.
Next, I argue that in equilibrium the two types of traders cannot receive the same interest rate. For
suppose they did. Let  denote the fraction of agents who buy assets at date 1 that will deﬁnitely sell at
date 2. Further, let 0 and 1 denote the expected proﬁts from lending to those who will hold and those
who will sell, respectively. Expected proﬁts to the lender are given by
(1 − )1 + ((1 − )0 + 1)
If the interest rate is the same for both types, then 1  0. But then a lender can earn positive expected
proﬁts by oﬀering a rate slightly below 1: given some buyers are willing to sell the asset at date 2,a ta
slightly lower rate all buyers would prefer to sell, yielding the lender an expected proﬁt that is arbitrarily
close to
(1 − )1 + 1
which is strictly higher than the original equilibrium proﬁts. So borrowers cannot all be charged a common
rate in an equilibrium of type (c).
How can an equilibrium with more than one interest rate? Since all borrowers prefer lower interest rates
to higher ones, in equilibrium only a ﬁxed number of lower interest rate contracts can be oﬀered, and
lenders must only be willing to oﬀer a high rate contracts to all remaining borrowers. I then need to verify
under what conditions it will indeed be optimal for lenders to behave this way. Since the model assumes no
agent can credibly signal whether or not they are an entrepreneur, contracts must be assigned at random.
Thus, in equilibrium, any lender must believe that there is a probability  that any agent he lends to is a
non-entrepreneur, regardless of the interest rate he charges. Given this, the ﬁrst observation we can make
38is that the rates charged to non-entrepreneurs who will deﬁnitely sell at date 2 if  is yet to be revealed
must ensure expected proﬁts to the lender are zero. Otherwise, a lender could oﬀer a slightly lower rate to
these borrowers, which would ensure non-entrepreneurs who borrow will strictly prefer to sell the asset at
date 2 and thus will behave the same way. Likewise, entrepreneurs would continue to borrow in order to
produce. But this would insure slightly lower proﬁts, so proﬁts originally must have been zero for this to
be an equilibrium. This implies that in equilibrium, non-entrepreneurs who sell the asset at date 2 receive
a single rate 1∗ that satisﬁes




1 − (1 − )
Next, I argue that 1∗ must also leave non-entrepreneurs just indiﬀerent between holding it and selling it
at date 2, i.e.
2 =  +( 1− )(1+1∗)1
For suppose that the non-entrepreneurs who sell their holdings in period 2 strictly prefer to sell at 1∗.T h e n
a lender could earn positive expected proﬁts by oﬀering all agents who in equilibrium receive a rate above
1∗ a new contract with a rate that is just a little above 1∗. Since non-entrepreneurs would buy the asset
and sell it, they would act in the same way as those receiving the rate 1∗. Entrepreneurs would continue
to borrow and produce. Since expected proﬁts were zero at 1∗, they would be strictly positive at a higher
rate. The only way to ensure lenders who oﬀer a high rate are unwilling to oﬀer other contracts is if the
rate at which traders are just indiﬀerent about selling at date 2 yields zero expected proﬁts. Finally, since
lenders must earn zero expected proﬁts in total, they must also earn zero expected proﬁts from lending at
the high rate ∗





1 − (1 − )
In sum, the equilibrium in case (c) implies there will be two distinct rates oﬀered, 1∗ and ∗
1, and the larger
the amount of assets that date 1 buyers sell to new buyers at date 2, the larger will be the fraction of agents
receiving low rates in period 1.
We are now in a position to provide equations associated with the diﬀerent cases (a) - (d) above. In case
(a), the price in period 2 must be , or else all original owners would want to sell the asset. But then
1 = , or else all of the original owners would have sold at date 1. But in that case, all the only agents
who can sell the asset in period 2 would have a reservation price that exceeds , making it impossible for
the asset market to clear at 2 = . Hence, case (a) implies
1 = 
2 =  (27)
39In case (b), all original owners must sell the asset at either date 1 or date 2, so total demand must equal
the original stock of the asset, 1. In addition, since demand is positive in both periods, the original owners
must be indiﬀerent between selling at date 1 and waiting to sell at date 2. Hence, the prices 1 and 2 must







(1 − )2 +  = 1 (28)
To ensure that none of those who bought the asset at date 1 wish to sell it, we must check that the solution
to (28) satisﬁes 2 ≤  +( 1− )(1+1∗)1,i . e .2 does not exceed the reservation price of agents who
b o u g h tt h ea s s e ta td a t e1. The reservation price depends on 1∗ since an agent who sells the asset will
receive the rate 1∗.
In case (c), some but not all of those who bought the asset at date 1 sell it at date 2. From the analysis
above, we know that the agents who buy the asset at date 1 and sell at date 2 are oﬀered a rate 1∗ at date
1 and are indiﬀerent about selling at date 2. In addition, either all of the original owners sell their assets at
date 1, implying 11 =1 , or else the original owners must be indiﬀerent between the two periods. These
conditions can be summarized as follows:
2 =  +( 1− )(1+1∗)1
1 =m a x {(1 − )2 + 1} (29)
To ensure that not all of those who bought the assets at date 1 sell in date 2we need to verify that at the
prices that solve the system (29), 22  1.
Finally, in case (d), all of those who own the asset at the beginning of date 2 sell it. In this case, buyers
who show up at date 2 must buy up all existing shares of the asset. Once again, either some of the original
owners sell in either period, requiring them to be indiﬀerent between the two periods, or else the original
owners buy up all of the assets at date 1, implying 11 =1 . The two conditions are thus
2 = 2
1 =m a x {1(1 − )2 + } (30)
The rest of the proof shows that we can partition the set N into distinct regions where the unique
equilibrium in each region corresponds to a diﬀerent case. These regions are illustrated graphically in
Figure A1 and identiﬁed in the analysis below.
First, case (a) is the unique equilibrium whenever 1 +2   , which corresponds to region A in Figure
A1. This is because at 1 = 2 = , the prices that must prevail in this equilibrium, all non-entrepreneurs
in both periods would buy the asset. But if 1+2   , the sum of demands in the two periods exceeds 1,
40and so we cannot have an equilibrium in which some of the original owners hold on to the asset to maturity.
By contrast, it is easy to conﬁrm that 1 = 2 =  is an equilibrium when 1 + 2   . One can verify
that none of the other cases can be supported as equilibria in this region: The solution to the system of
equations (28) require that either 1  or 2  or both, which cannot occur in equilibrium, while
the systems of equations (29) and (30) yield solutions for 1 and 2 at which total demand for the asset






is less than 1, implying not all original owners sell the asset as required in
these two cases.
Next, consider case (b). We already ruled out that this can be an equilibrium in region A. The two
equilibrium conditions can be reduced to a single polynomial in 2 which has only one root that exceeds
. Hence, there is a unique pair (1 2) given values (1 2). Recall that to verify that these prices are
consistent with an equilibrium of type (b), we need to verify that the implied 2 is not so high that agents
who bought at date 1 wish to sell their assets, i.e. 2 ≤ +(1− )(1+1∗)1.S i n c e1 =( 1− )2+,
we can substitute for 1∗ and 1 to get
2 ≤  +
(1 − )[(1− )2 + ]
1 − (1 − )
which, upon rearranging, yields
2 ≤
1+ (1 − )(1− )
1 − (1 − )(1−  (1 − ))

Inspecting the system of equations for 1 and 2 in case (b) shows that 2 is increasing in both 1 and 2.F o r
1 =0 , the highest value of 2 for which this condition holds is given by 2 =
1+( 1− ) (1 − )
1 − (1 − )(1−  (1 − ))

For 2 =0 , the highest value of 1 for which this condition holds is given by 1 =
1 − (1 − )
1 − (1 − )(1−  (1 − ))
.
This establishes that the region in which there exists an equilibrium consistent with case (b) is bounded,
and that (1 2) outside this region are inconsistent with an equilibrium where case (b) holds. This
region is shown graphically as region B in Figure A1. Since values in the interior of region B imply
2  +(1− )(1+1∗)1 given 2 is increasing in both 1 and 2, there can be no equilibria associated
with cases (c) or (d) inside region B.
Next, we move to case (c). It will help to examine separately equilibria in which (1 − )2 + exceeds
1 and equilibria in which it does not. If (1 − )2 +   1, then we have two equations and two
unknowns, which have a unique solution:
2 =
1+ (1 − )(1− )
1 − (1 − )(1−  (1 − ))

1 =
1 − (1 − )
1 − (1 − )(1−  (1 − ))

One restriction that needs to be satisﬁed is that 1  (1 − )2+ =
1 − (1 − )
1 − (1 − )(1− (1 − ))
 ≡ ∗
1.
At the same time, we need to verify that 2  2, or else demand by non-entrepreneurs who arrive at
41date 2 would exceed the total supply of the asset. This implies 2 
1+ (1 − )(1− )
1 − (1 − )(1−  (1 − ))
 ≡
∗
2. Hence, an equilibrium consistent with case (c) in which 1  (1 − )2 +  is conﬁned to values
{(1 2):( 1 2)  ∈  ∪ , 1  ∗
1 and 2  ∗
2}. This set is illustrated graphically as region 1 in Figure
A1. Note that the equilibrium prices 1 and 2 do not vary with 1 and 2 in this region.
Next, consider case (c) where 1  (1 − )2 + . In this case, the system of equations is given by
2 =  +
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
1
1 = 1
As before, there are two restrictions that need to be satisﬁed to ensure these prices are indeed an equilibrium.
First, we need to conﬁrm that 1  (1 − )2 + . Substituting in the value of 2 yields 1  ∗
1 as
deﬁned above. Second, we again need to make sure 2  2 so demand by non-entrepreneurs at date 2
would exceed the total supply of the asset. In this case, this condition implies
2  +
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
1
The deﬁnes the region 2 =
½
(1 2):1  ∗
1 2  +
1 − 
1 − (1 − )
1
¾
depicted in Figure A1, which
is the only region in which an equilibrium that accords with case (c) arises.
Finally, we consider case (d). Again, we separately consider the case where (1 − )2 +  exceeds 1
and the case where the opposite is true. If (1 − )2 +   1,t h e nw eh a v e1 =( 1− )2 +  and
2 = 2. We need to conﬁrm that 1  (1 − )2 + . Since all the agents who buy the asset in period
1 must be willing to sell it in period 2, we need to verify that
2 ≥  +( 1− )(1+1∗)1
Substituting in for 1, 2,a n d1∗ yields
2 ≥  +
(1 − )((1− )2 + )
1 − (1 − )
which, upon rearranging, yields
2 ≥
1+ (1 − )(1− )
1 − (1 − )(1−  (1 − ))
 ≡ 2
This corresponds to region 1 in Figure A1, which has no overlap with region 1 ∪ 2.T h u s ,t h i st y p eo f
equilibrium cannot occur in these regions. Finally, we have case (d) where 1  (1 − )2 + . Again,
to ensure that all the agents who buy the asset in period 1 are willing to sell it in period 2 requires that
2 ≥  +( 1− )(1+1∗)1. Substituting in for 1, 2,a n d1∗ yields
2 ≥  +
(1 − )1
1 − (1 − )









a n dt h i sr e g i o nd o e sn o to v e r l a pw i t h1 ∪ 2. The uniqueness of equilibrium is thus established for all
(1 2) ∈ N.
The last results in the proposition can now be established. Deﬁne










1 − (1 − )
1 − (1 − )(1− (1 − ))
.I n t h i s c a s e ,i f 1 + 2  and 1  1 (2),t h e nw e
must be in region , 1,o r1. In any of these cases, we have
1 =  +( 1− )2
or, rearranging,
1 −  =( 1− )(2 − )
as stated in the proposition. If instead 1 + 2  and 1  1 (2),t h e nw em u s tb ei nr e g i o n2 or
2. In this case, we have
1 = 1   +( 1− )2
and subsequently
1 −   (1 − )(2 − )
Finally, as either 1 or 2 rises, we eventually hit region 1, 2, 1 or 2. In any of these regions, agents
who buy the asset at date 1 prefer to sell the asset at date 2. ¥
Proof of Lemma 1:O b s e r v eﬁrst that even under a general contract, the fact that lenders lose a ﬁnite
amount per non-entrepreneur who buys risky assets implies a bound on the amount lenders can collect from
entrepreneurs and still earn zero expected proﬁts. This bound can be applied in the same way as in the
proof of Proposition 3 to show that any parameters 1, 2,a n d which satisfy (3) and (4) will imply
that in equilibrium entrepreneurs will prefer to initiate production and non-entrepreneurs can earn strictly
positive proﬁts from buying the asset.
I ﬁrst argue that 1 ≥ . As noted in the proof of Proposition 3, Lemma A1 extends to the dynamic




1 = , it follows that

1
 .M o r e o v e r ,s i n c e1 =  implies 2 = ,o re l s et h e r ew o u l db ee x c e s s




43The only relevant case therefore is if 1   . In this regard, note that a necessary condition for 1  
is that 1 + 2   . This is because given (9), only non-entrepreneurs would be willing to buy the asset,






. The latter is in turn bounded above by
1 + 2

given 1 and 2 are bounded below by .W h e n1 + 2   , this means the total amount sold is less
than the number of assets, and so some original owners must hold on to the asset in all states of the world.
This requires 1 = 2 = , a contradiction.
Next, I argue that for 1 + 2   ,w eh a v e1 ≤ 1 + 2.I f = , the statement follows trivially. If
1   , the original owners can do strictly better than holding the assets they own to maturity. Hence,
they must either sell with certainty at date 1, or wait and sell with certainty if the price is even higher at

















and hence 1  1 + 2, as claimed. By (10) we have 1  1 + 2  (1 − )












. It follows that 1 ≤ ,a sw ew a n t e dt os h o w .
T h el a s ts t e pi st os h o wt h a ti f1 +2   ,t h e n2 ≤ .I f2 = , the statement follows from the
second inequality in (9). If 2   ,t h e n1   , or else there would be excess demand for the asset at
date 1 given the asset is worth at least  regardless of whether  is revealed, so all agents would strictly
prefer to buy it at a price of 1 = . Moreover, since the original owners can wait to sell, the fact that













which establishes that 2 also exceeds . ¥
Proof of Proposition 4: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there was an equilibrium where the
price of the asset at date 2 exceeded , i.e. 2   .L e t 
2 denote the amount of resources non-
entrepreneurs receive upon arrival at date 2 under the equilibrium contract, and denote the amount they
would have to repay if  =  by (1 + 
2)
2. The expected payoﬀ t oan o n - e n t r e p r e n e u rf r o mb u y i n gt h e






− (1 + 
2)
¶
44while the expected payoﬀ to the lender in this case is





















2 (1 − (1 + 
2)) (31)
Consider a creditor who oﬀered a contract b  in which non-entrepreneurs receive nothing upon arrival, i.e.
b 








2 at the end of date 2, which is just the expected payoﬀ
from buying the asset under the original contract. From (31), we know that lenders are strictly better oﬀ
from this arrangement, since their incur smaller losses. Since (31) is a strict inequality, and since the ﬁrst
inequality in (9) ensures entrepreneurs strictly prefer production to buying risky assets, it will be possible to
increase the payment to non-entrepreneurs a little to make them strictly better oﬀ and to lower the interest
charged to entrepreneurs in a way that makes them better oﬀ but still induces them to choose the contract
intended for them and to use the funds they borrow for production. Hence, if 2   , no agents buy the
asset at date 2. Since any original owners who still hold the asset at date 1 would prefer to sell at a price of
 than hold on to the asset, the only possible equilibrium is one in which all the original owners sell the
a s s e ta td a t e1.
N e x t ,w em o v et od a t e1. First, consider whether there can be an equilibrium in which the asset is
purchased at date 1. Suppose 1   . In that case, we know that (1 + 1)1 ≥ 1   ,s ot h a ta n y
agents who buy the asset at date 1 would only agree to sell the asset at date 2 for a price above .B u t
we just argued that if 2   , there cannot be an equilibrium in which agents buy the asset at date 2 in
equilibrium. Hence, non-entrepreneurs who buy the asset at date 1 expect to hold on to the asset until  is
revealed. But by a similar argument to before, if 1   ,t h e nc r e d i t o r sc a ne a r np o s i t i v ee x p e c t e dp r o ﬁts
by giving non-entrepreneurs zero resources up front and then paying them after date 2 a little above their
expected proﬁts from buying risky assets. Hence, the only possible equilibrium is one where 1 = .
However, if 1 = , there cannot be an equilibrium where 2   . If there were such an equilibrium,
all original owners will hold on to their asset holds until date 2 and sell if 2   , i.e. if  was not revealed.
But we know that if 2   , there will not be any buyers at date 2 in equilibrium. Hence, the market will
not clear at date 2. It follows that not only is 1 =  in equilibrium, but 2 = . ¥
Proof of Lemma 2: Suppose not, i.e. a non-entrepreneur strictly prefers to announce  than to announce
. It is easy to check that in equilibrium, 
  0 for both  ∈ {12}: non-entrepreneurs will incur a cost on
creditors that must be made up to ensure creditors earn zero expected proﬁts. Consider a lender who only
45oﬀers the following contract {e 
e 







where  ∈ (0 
) so the interest rate remains positive. Entrepreneurs will clearly prefer this contract
to the equilibrium contract. Non-entrepreneurs originally strictly preferred the contract they received in
equilibrium to the contract {1
}, and hence for  small enough will also prefer it to {1e 
}. Hence, this
contract will only attract entrepreneurs, and for  small enough the expected proﬁts to the creditor who
oﬀers it will be strictly positive. Hence, the original contract could not have been an equilibrium. ¥





















− (1 + 
2)
¶












First, we can substitute from constraint (1) to rewrite constraint (2) as














Using the proof of Proposition 1, we know that in equilibrium 1+
2 ≤
1
1 − (1 − )
, or else the lender
would make strictly positive proﬁts. But (9) implies
1+
1 − 














2 − 1) + (1 + 
2)










+ (1 + 
2)
When 2   ,t h i se x p r e s s i o ni sd e c r e a s i n gi n
2, so the optimal contract reduces 
2. From constraint (1),
this implies 
2 will be as small as possible. Since constraint (3) implies 
2 ≥ 0, it follows that the optimal
contract involves 
2 =0 . From constraint (1), this implies

2 =
 − (1 + 
2)2
 − 2
46The condition on 
2 follows from the fact that lenders earn zero expected proﬁts in equilibrium. ¥
Proof of Proposition 6: Consider ﬁrst an agent who intends to hold on to his asset. In this case, the







































where we know from the proof of Proposition 5 that we can omit the constraint that the entrepreneur
must prefer to produce than buy assets. Since this problem is identical to the period 2 problem, the same





 − (1 + 
2)2
 − 2
When 1 = ,p r o ﬁts are independent of 1, and so any pair (
1 
1) that yields expected utility 1 ()
to the agent is an equilibrium.










































Rearranging constraint (1) yields
∙












So the objective function can be written as
∙




1 − 1 ()
When 1   +( 1− )2, this expression is decreasing in 




1 =0 .S i n c e1 ≥ +( 1− )2 or else the asset market would not clear at date 1,i nt h eo n l y
other case proﬁts are independent of 1, and so any pair (
1 
1) that yields expected utility 1 () to














































































































































n2Figure 5: Reports Mandated by Contract
date 1 1 = e 1 = n
entrepreneur non-entrepreneur
end of date 1 2 = e 2 = Ø 2 = b
production did nothing bought assets
date 2 3 œ
p2 - sold, d unknown
D - sold, d = D
0 - sold, d = 0
h - held assets 
end of date 2 y œ







- sold before knowing d
- knows d = D
- knows d = 0
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